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Seeing double: The body and self through illness
^igencies ofphysical disease to embracemy self
ofthAnhriT i The voice is the creduref he body that produces it....No body, no voice; no voice, no body
-Nancy Mair, Carnal Sins
The Big Tent
Whenyougrowupdysfunctional youzipup the bigcircustentof personal life and
walk-run away from it towards theoutside world. You move fast butnotso that you will stick
outin thecrowd. If everyone else is eating cotton candy andtiyingtowina giant stuffed Pink
Panther, you dothattoo. Allthewhile you are devising a plan ofhow you aregoing to livein
thisworld. Youdo, afterall,wantto dowell here...since theplaceyouwere before, thefreak
show home you grew out of, was such a disaster.
Fouryears ago,withmynewly obtained bachelor's degree stillunframed andstuckin a
boxgenerically labeled"papers," I sat in thepassenger seatof a rented truck, immediate life
plan securely pinned to identity. I was going tograduate school towrite. It's what kept me
from pamcking, telling my fiancee, John, toturn back. We were driving through Indiana on
ISO and theflatness had stopped being "fascinating" hours ago. Theseam-line ofthehorizon
was solow and airtight that I wondered ifpeople who lived inthe Midwest hyperventilated just
observing the flat earth and vaulted sky. Ifound myself trying to breathe deeper and deeper,
grabbing in theair. The ice inmyDenny'scupfrom lunchhadmelted. I stirred thediluted
soda with astraw, contemplated taking asip but saw that the wax from the cup floated on top.
"You know," John said, finally breaking the silence, "you could have applied to
graduate school in the Sahara. Imean, ifyou're into this sort ofbarren landscape. Suicide
must be very high here."
I let it go. Itwas the middle ofthe day at the end ofJuly. Less than a day before, we
had been driving through hilly, picturesque Pennsylvania. The neat bams and the early
evening sunlight thathit themmade ourplan seem doable. Sure, Johnwould drive mefrom
Baltimore to Iowa and then fly back. We would be separated as Iworked on my first year of
graduate school and John finished uphis lastyear back home. Then hewould move to Iowa
andhopefully get intothesame writing program. Wewould have a wonderful life. No
problem. Through the dips and hills, we reviewed the outline ofhow our relationship would
be for the next year. The days would fly by, with class and papers. There would be
Christmas break. Phone calls.
Now there was no breathtaking sunset to use as evidence that it was beautiful here too,
only a sun, hazy behind clouds somewhere to our left. It was the kind of light that hurt my
eyes and made me squint. I put on my sunglasses which were hot from the dashboard and
gave John my best Greta Garbo look. I reached over two animal carry cases stacked between
us where our cats, Nilla and Joe, slept, thankfully drugged with tranquilizers.
"Someone's a little cranky," I tried, "and it isn't me or the cats."
I stared at him for two minutes until he finally cracked a smile. Suddenly, John looked
veryurban. His profile seemed too engagedfor the Midwest, not laid-backand patient. He
was ready, body forward close to the wheel, ready to switch lanes and maneuver. Wasn't he
always telling me from our apartment in the heart of downtown Baltimore's art scene, that he
felt restless? Howwashe goingto copewithlivingin a littlecollege townplopped down in
themiddle of nowhere? I mean me, I lookedthe part. Evenwhile growingup in Brooklyn,
NewYork, people often asked me if I was from Pennsylvania. I could never figure out how
theinfinitenumberofpersonality traitsandappearances couldadd upto a state—Pennsylvania.
Maybe it was theredhairandfreckles drizzled overmynosethatgaveme thatfarmgirlaura.
Maybe it was that I never hadmuch of a NewYorkaccent. Or maybebecauseI was polite....
A sports car driven by a youngwomanwith big hair zoomedforward to pass us.
"Bimbo!" John screamed to her car nowin front of us, showinghis middle finger so
she would see in her mirror. "JesusH. Christ! Did you see that!?"
"John, be nice." Yep, 1thought, definitely a city type of guy.
"You're turningMidwest on me already," John returned.
WhatI was actually turning, wassick. There wassomething more thanthestress of
thetripandour impending separation going onthatday. Thatmorning 1had been curled upin
a stiffComfort Innbedspread, crying. Cramps, a few inches in from eithersideofmyhip
bones, pulsed. I felt swollen. I counted days. This wasn't the time for my period. 1stayed
there in a ball, my groin too sore to even try massaging it. The catsjumped up on the
unfamiliar bed, smelling my head. John had gone out to find a drug store for Advil and maxi
pads. I felt bad laying there. It seemed to me that more solid women never seemed to make
much of their menstrual cramps. Surely, plenty of women had them. Someone with a
stronger countenance would get up, splash cold water over her face, and get dressed. A part of
me thought it was all an act. "Oh, stop being so dramatic," I told myself. I imagined John
navigating the U-Haul truck through the unfamiliar, blink-and-it's gone Indiana town. And it
was Sunday—whatwould be open?
I took three. Everyone knows that it's two. Youtaketwoaspirin, two Tylenol, two
Advil. Conservative over-the-counter pill popperscarefully read the label every timeas if
they'll find new dosing recommendations. But anyonewho has had painful menstrual cycles
knows, two just doesn't cut it on Day One, An hour later I was "functional" and chasing the
cats around the hotel room to get them back into their carrying cases and onto the truck.
And then there was the smell. I kept sniffing myself down there. I had the odor of a
bathroom someone had had bad dianiiea in. It had always gagged me, growing up, that smell
with Lysol sprayed over it. "Was it a period thing?" I wondered as we drove on. I had
warnedJohn, in a small whisper beforewe started, that I was "a little gassy." How lucky I
was that he was always so good about it.
"Oh, it's all right. I had really bad gas last night. I think it's the fine roadside cuisine
we've been eating. Plus you have your period. Plus, you know, stress." He would give me a
kiss, hug me, and tell me I was beautiful, that he loved me, I knew that he did. Hours later,
drivingwith both our windowsopen, the hot air hit us and still there was no escapingthe
smell. Oh, no, it wasn't my gas that made John drive with both windows down on this 90
degree day. He argued that the air conditioner was giving him a headache. And besides, he
didn't like to smokewith the windows rolled up. Sure.
Okay, I say to myselfnow,five years into this illness, youhad to haveknown that
something was seriously not right with you then. And still there you are, taking you, the cats,
and all your second hand furniture to Iowa for graduate school. Ithad become progressively
worse andI hadbeen ignoring anddiminishing it until every episode was a spicy meal, a
stressful day. How did I do it? How was I sick and then not sick, moving with the rest ofthe
world?
I had enough tothink about incollege. I was one ofthose who ran from high school to
college, escaping abad home. I left an alcoholic step-father, a tuned-out mother, and a long,
ugly childhood history ofneglect behind. And, ofcourse, itwent with me, a hefty emotional
bag to unpack as Imoved into a small dorm room with three other young women, all ofv/hom
had to like me. My mother had separated and gotten back together with my step-father, Skip,
by junior year. Although Iwas four hours away, mother managed to undermine my life.
There was always ashortage ofmoney when itcame to my needs. "Well, all I can tell you is
that you better get a really good summerjob when you come home this year...." My mother's
voice would trail off. Paying the "family part" (I had ascholarship and maximum student
loans) was never easy and my mother let me know it. It wasn't that our "family" didn't have
themoney. I couldaccept thefact thatI wasn't oneof thekidswitha trust fund. As the
mutual fund and CD statements with Skip's name on them regulariy took up space in our
narrow mailbox, we still lived in a run-down two-bedroom aparment in Brooklyn. When I left
for college. Skip's money came out from lock and key. He and my mother bought abeautiful
house inthe subburbs and two new cars almost instantly.
It worked like this. When Iwas twelve, my mother married Skip. Soon after. Skip
had labeled me the most awful child he had ever seen and declared that he would not financially
contibute tothings with my name onit. My mother swallowed this like she swallowed that fact
her husband liked to watch pornographic movies. That she didn't put up afight but instead
lived with the reality that her daughter was asecond-class citizen athome isexactly what made
us a "big tent" (freak) family.
Incollege, reaching into my mailbox only amonth after the distressing "money calls", I
would find apost card ofabeautiful Carribean beach at sunset, on the back my mother's happy
script, "Having a great time. Wish you were here. Miss you!" Under the advice ofa school
counselor, I had moved off campus and was working two jobs. Ann Marie, a genuinely kind
person whose bobbed hair and features always made me feel that whatever she spoke, itwould
be French, was clear. "I think the less you rely on your parents for money, the less control
they will have over you."
That sounded righL But itremindd me ofadvice Ihad gotten years before in high
school: Try to stay away from home as much as possible." Whenever acounselor got to
know me and the family dynamics, they always told me the same thing, "Run. Leave them.
Get out ofthe big tent and close the flap behind you."
Ididn thave time or space to deal with my failing digestion and increasingly bad
periods. Iwas trying to be "a gifted and talented young writerwith promise." Imanaged
somewhat, taking to heart every comment along the way. My stability could be measured by
the positive or negative feedback Irecieved from teachers. An "A" at the top ofpapermeant
that Iwas moving towards amore balanced, normal world, Conversly, a "B-" was
confirmation that Iirrevocably part ofafailing, unachieving group. B- =disappointing life.
An "A" kept theB- suspicions away.
Interestingly, I returned to "the big tent" offamily trauma in my writing. It was—dare I
use the word—thrilling? Even when the writing didn't work, one or two other students might
come up to me after class. "You know," one woman said to me, "our fathers must have gone
to the same shitty-father school." Iwas not only learning to write but learning that there were
other people with secrets just as bizarre as mine. Ifelt less lonely. Simply put, Iwas beinging
to like my life and who I was becomin®.
Eventually however, I would have to become someone else. I would have to get used
to jokes under the breath and the funny reactions people had to my gas. I would keep a
detailed weekly log of everything I ate on the refrigerator door, spending hours considering
which target foods might be the problem. I braced myself as a tube was placed up and through
my anus, a medical technicians told me to breathe and not breathe, turn and not turn. I waited
for medical test results. I was always waiting to see if some new medicine would work.
Doctor appointments became routine, I canceled lunch dates and let theater events pass by.
The embarrassment of smelling was getting to be too much for me. 1went to the library, not
for school but for my health. I poured over books with titles like YourGut Feelings and The
Key to GastrointestinalHealth. All of this, while in graduate school.
Good grades or not, my desired academic identity was being substituted with a sickly
one. At the beginning ofmy second year ofgraduate school, a lively e-mail debate within the
English department became my identity's turning point. Every day when I logged into my e-
mail account, there were at least three messages regarding an article "Does Poetry Matter?" All
of us on the e-mail list were urged to pick up a copy in the English department mailroom. The
comments were interesting, from hilarious and casual to serious and in MLA format. One
teacherwrote back in a poem. Each time I reada response, I thought to myself, "I have to get
my hands on that article."
Rnally, with an afternoonclass canceled,I got a copy of the article andwent to the
library. I found a less populated nookand sat down. Aferwards, feelingpassionate and ready
to respond, I traveled down the library's computer lab in the basement What I love about
reading is how it always makes me forget time. It can be two hours later than when I started
reading but it feels like five minutes.
I loggedon to mye-mail accountwith the article at my side. I hadmarked the best
partswithredbrackets. I leafed through the pagesa fewmoreminutes thenbegan, "Poetry
matters and is not going anywhere...."
I looked up to get clear my thoughts and saw the clock. It was 4 p.m. If we had had
class it would have been over by then. Panic rose in me. I was supposed to leave class early
so I could get to a doctor's appointment. In attempt to stop what had already happened, I
snapped off the computer. The chubby lab monitor with an army fatigue jacket was
approaching me, saying something about not doing that.
Quickly, I made my way to the bus and just barely caught the route needed. The
article, the root ofmy slip-up, was on my lap, as rf Fwas reviewing it for a test Twenty
minutes later, people turned to look at me as I quickly walked through the clinic doors. My
face felt flushed and I could hardly jog and carrymy bookbag and article at the same time.
Once I got to the gastroenterologist's front desk, I was told that the doctor could not fit me in.
The next opening was a month away. It was the time of day whenmy digestion was at its
worst. Now I would get to ride home on the bus which would be crowded with the after-work
passengers, holding my gut muscles tight in an effort to stop the gas from passing.
And that was it. I had lostmy chancefor a doctor to reviewmymedical chart and
take a stab at what was goingwrong with mybody. Doespoetry rnaiter? "Whata stupid
question," I foundmyself thinking. Now the question I tossed aroundwas, "So, do I be an
annoying patientand call the doctortomorrow ordoI sit andwait for a month?" Let's see,my
life is fallingapart becauseofmyhealth. Iknow,/?oer?y will saveme. Right. I resented the
entire EngUsh department, if not the love ofliterature itself. Literature was what I had studied
and it seemed useless to me now. In the end, I would not blend in with the world as I had
planned. Without even trying, I hadwon myself a seatina life's freak-show ~I wassmelly
girl. She looks like the girl next door...but get a whiff.
Thiscollection ofessays spans from when I first began toseekmedical help, during
myfirst year of graduate school, to the present. Although whenI firstarrivedat IowaState
University, I thought I would betelling the journey of the neglected child grown-up, I am
8instead tracking the path ofachronically ill woman. Maybe Ishouldn't be surprised that these
roads have often merged. We cannot talk about our illnesses without talking about the past. It
is the first thing the medical world wants to get straight. What is your medical history?
Whasdidyour mother have?
An unwanted child atnineteen. An ability to tune life out when itgot hard. Ulcers.
Andyourfather?
He also had me, the unwanted child. He had Peter Pan syndrome. Diabetes.
Alcoholism.
And now we've opened the Big Tent. The story begins.
Abracadabra
I likecarnivals andcandied colored anything. Mary Poppins, come tomydoor. Alice,
ril be yourfriend inWonderland. Come on, give methatred-sugared apple. I don't careif I
chipa tooth. I'm readyto ride the ladybug carsand levitating airplanes of childhood.
And none ofyou come. I've worn my collector's Felix-the-Cat watch asa signal, but
still nothing. It's always been likethat. This is how you disappoint me; you always make me
cometo you. The one timeI need you, you staylike hollow puppets. Pathetic.
Look atme when I'm ten. I am achild who gets migraines that make me cry. My fist
knocks on the closed door ofthe living room. Mom and her boyfriend are smoking pot atten
o'clock at night. There's a wet towel inmyother hand. Every sooften, I stniggle outofbed
and re-heat the cloth because it soothes my forehead somewhat. I think about calling my
grandmother butamafraid mom will get angry and not forgive me fora long time.
Captain Kangaroo, where are you? I'm all set to jump down a rabbit hole ifonly you'll
let me escape. Harold, take yourpurple crayon anddraw me out of this.
My childhood passed like everyone else's does-with one added feature. Ithad speed.
It skipped years the way smart kids skip grades, except the leap was no reward. I'm in
graduate school now and spend long nights contemplating iftoothpicks really hold open eyes.
Still, the circles under my eyes these days are nowhere near the dark crescents that sat on my
face insixth grade. I cried atnight when other kids slept. It's okay with me if this comes
across as a sob story. Sadness had my childhoodnumber.
The child stuck around like a stray cat that yourmotherwon't let you take in. When the
coast was clear, I would sneak outto theback porch, leaving saucers ofmilk. Sonow when
I'm old enough, Irescue the cat but after such along time ofliving without ahome and
security, the kitty is rather shaken up. This cat eats every meal like it's the last. There's
permanent change. My childhood "yet to be expressed" is hungry for magic but isusually too
skittish and wistful to reach out.
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You are a person inone ofmy classes. One Saturday you spot me inK-MarL You call
and see me look up with alarm. Adeep flush issettling on my checks. You've caught me in
the crayon aisle. I've got the 68 assortment (built-in sharpener included) in my hand. I try to
act like I'm holding toilet tissue orshampoo like the other adults. We talk about 19th Century
American Literature for acouple ofminutes until my nervousness rises and you say you must
shove off. You still have to find toothpaste or pantyhose. Alone again, Iput the crayon box
down and discreetly leave to search other, more grown-up aisles. I don't buy the crayons, I
never do.
At the check-out, there is one little girl there who breaks my heart. She is crying as her
mother grabs abox ofmarkers from hen "We're not buying anymore junk today." The mom
isprobably notasmean asshe seems. Infact, the mother looks likeshe toowas denied that
samejunk we call magic. Magic Eightballs. Magic Markers. Magic wands that sparkle with
star juice when they're shaken.
On line at the K-Mart, that's where Iam in life. Between wanting abox of crayons and
seeing that others have the same desires. Iwatch the mother and daughter. Do they put
sparklers in birthday cakes? Is there at least one rainbow somewhere intheirhouse? Have
they ever gotten beautiful packages in the mail for no good reason? Can they tell of one
magical day?
Idon't like that we can't fly. That's what makes itso hard-flying. At night, Ican feel
my left and right hands struggling like two opposing beliefs as they tap the keyboard: "It's all
darkness and death. No, can't you see the sparkles?" My mind also divides: "I need things
111 never get. Hey knucklehead, you have something to give."' Iwrite my little fairy tales one
night, and the next see the weak spots. Lying in bed and staring at the ceiling, 1talk to my
characters. Iask them what they need to believe in the magic thrown their way. They always
say, "It can just be anything, only think of us with little patches of light behind our eyes."
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I tiy. They mean the kind of light that comes through branches and leaves. The kind
that speckles where you walk. Small light spots that are first on cement and then on your shoe.
The type of light that makes it okay to be adreamer in the walks ofdreams; in the night where
it is day. Where you were once achild-princess and you flew. You flew to the highest
branches and you plucked leaves from the most special tree tops. You put them in people's
button holes, giving them away. So magical were these offerings that the peopie...l could go
on. And for the sake of those two ahead ofme at the check-out, about to leave without much
hope or star dust, Td better.
Jello Brain
They say that's what it's like. The moment of the worst truth. You go through the
doors alone. They open wide for me. Emergency Room Doors. The morning sun seems
reluctant to let go, like the warmth was amother; not my mother.
There's no body part hanging off ofme, no blood spewing out. I take calm natural
steps. My winter coat is draped over my arm, aschool bag bumps my hip as Igo through. I
have come here to take atest. Pictures really. They are going to take pictures ofmy stomach
from the inside. They are going to look inside me and see it all. Emergency.
There is only one person sitting in the quiet Midwestern hospital and, ofcourse, I
know him. There's no blood spewing out of him either. Until now, he's been "Dave from
class" - anice enough guy. Even though I'm about to have tubes pushed up and into me and
needles stuck in, Ifeel obliged to chat. Is he aW^? Oh yes, his girlfriend is in there, he says
pomting to aclosed door. She had abad migraine. Geez, boy, Ihope she'll be okay. Do you
work here? Who me?! No, no, I say.
This is when Irealize that Ido look like I'm on my way to ajob. I've worn something
especially nice, the way Ido adate. Ihaven't eaten in two days, unless you call that poison,
known as jello, food. I'm having jello brain thoughts. Orange-flavored. Two boxes worth.
My explanation ofwhy I'm strolling through the emergency room at 7:30 in the
morning is vague. If only it was ablood test. Icould say that. Blood test. There, Isaid it.
But BanumRectal Examination? The one even the medical community calls "the worst one".
Oh what acoward. Ican't even say "intestines". "Tests," I tell Dave.
As Ifollow the little pink strip in the floor that takes me to the other side of the hospital,
Dave is transformed. He is no longerjust some guy in class, but DAVE- the loving, caring
guy that would bring his girlfriend to the hospital and wait for her, subjecting himself to People
magazine. Andmore than one issue. My light-headed mind holds him in direct contrast to my
boyfriend who suddenly has alackluster quality. In Maryland, how dare he get an education!
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He should be here, like Dave. But Idon't delve any further in that train of thought. It's not
good to go in upset.
Isit facing apre-teen girl and hermom in radiology. The girl is definitely the one
going m. For what? She bites her lip and swings her feet nervously. 1bite my lip and tap my
foot. The two of us are blindly looking at each other, thinking about our own separate hospital
fates, while biting down on apiece of lip skin. It dawns on me that Imight be scaring her, the
way my arms protectively covermy stomach. So Isit up and try to be agood role model. I
give her a"nothing to worry about" smile but it must not be effective because she repositions
her body so that she does not have to look directly at me.
When my name is called Istand. When Istand it must be about 8o'clock because low
music goes on. It is "Do You Know The Way to San Jose?" or one of those tunes that started
game shows in the Seventies - Our next contestant up to play Radiology Seek and Find is
Diana, all the way from Brooklyn, New York. Diana, tell us alittle about yourself.
"Well, Dick, I'm pretty scared right now and..."
Don't trust aplace where you are about to do something scary and where the employees
are especially nice. It means that the scariest part isn't the getting there, but in the actual doing.
Ihear the cynical voice in me say, "Sweetheart, you're in deep," as the nurse jokes about the
fasting. Yes, just in time for shorts weather, Isay, trying to find alaugh.
"Are you weanng knee-hi's?" she asks as she deposits me into alitUe dressing room.
There's evenamirror. Itake along look at my face as Islip the paper gown over my head. I
don't look sick. Idon't have that gray "I'm dying of cancer" look about me. Just white. So
pale that my freckles scream out that they're drowning in the pasty reflection that surrounds
them.
It's good that I'm wearing knee-hi's. They're the one article ofclothing Ican actually
keep on, one scrap of dignity. The nurse shows me to the bathroom which is sort of the
vestibule between the outer radiology centerand the examination room. Before Iclose the
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door, Isee the nurses exchange looks. Pity, Ithink. Soon I'll find out that they had pegged
me for afainter - first patient and they get afainter. It's not going to be an easy day, ladies.
The nurse tells me to take just as long as Ineed. There's nothing inside of me though.
On this second day of not eating my stomach isn't even moving. Isit on the toilet bowl like
It's achair and look around. Ithink of the laxatives Ihad to take for this exam. Ifind myself
noting what kind oflicjuid hand soap they use.
Inside the exam room, there's ahuge clock low on the wall so the patient is nearly eye
level with the ticking hands when laying fiat. There's aTV. and acontraption to the right of
the table that reminds me of the copymachine at work. Isee this long skinny bag filled with
white liquid hooked up to my left. The bag is connected to atube. Ihope,1gray that the thing
is for some other patient. But aknot in my throat says it's mine.
.„e nurse asks me if I'm going to the Billy Joel concert tonight as she runs through the
hst of procedures. Ithink her name is Michelle. Isay no, but Iused to live close to where he
had his bigmotorcycle accident. Ilay on my side and apologize for shaking. When she puts
the tube into me Ithink, "No way." No way for ten seconds, no way for 40 minutes. It hurts.
It's not right.
Isay Ihave to use the lady's room again. It's alie. She takes the tube out and Ispring
up plotting possible escape routes. Icould easily dodge out through the bathroom, grab my
bag and clothes from the change room, and run to another floor - take the back stairwell. But
I'm dressed ina blue paper sack, so I'm ctnry
Iwonder if she notices that Ididn't flush when Ireappear in acold sweat. Aminute
later the thing is back in me. Dr. Olsom steps in.
I'm glad that he looks "clinical" and not like apervert. He introduces himself to me
while tying arubber band around my ann. Make afist. Ihardly do it. With atube stuck up
my rear, he putsaneedle in my arm. Ibreathe heavily and stare at the comer of the ceiling.
He warns me that if Ibreathe any faster Iwill hyperventilate. His face is stone.
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Then the pictures are beginning. When I lay onmy stomach, the lights shut off except
one far away. The dark, the jello brain, and the fear all work together to key into a part ofme
that is old but largely un-used, at least ithasn't been active in years. Behind my straight hair
that hangs covering my face teare come down. Iwonder if they know that I'm crying.
They see it, I'm sure. The sum total ofwhat I've been hiding. Aneglected child
who sall fallen apart. The jello brain I feel is familiar. Like going to school tired from crying
and then day-dreaming all day. The kids call me spacey. I'm only good for the one day out of
the year we write poems. The wrong work book isalways out on my desk. My crayons break
when I draw.
But you know what? The crying stops. Jello brain saves me like italways has. I can
listen to themjust enough for their directions to register in my brain. Turn to the right.
Breathe in. Don't breathe. (Picture snaps. More air and liquid goes up.) Breathe. Turn to
the left. I am thinking that in an hourI will be outof here. There is an end to this.
When the tube isout ofme, I feel sore all the way around theinside ofwhere itmade
its path. Nine a.m. and Iam ready to go to bed. Iam so grateful when they give me acup of
orange juice when I'm dressed. They are happy that I'm not driving.
I follow the pink strip in the floor until I'm in the main lobby. I see Great Guy Dave
standing by the ladies room and he looks like he's had about enough. Iwonder ifI would
torture my boyfriend with whining fear and projections ofthe worst. Yeah, sure I would,
what are loved ones for? But I am alone and there is no audience so Ijust look for the sun
when stepping through thedoor.
Before the day is over, Iwill go to two classes. In the first one, we review an essay
about cancer. Is itjustme ordoes my teacher keep saying "intestines"? The bandaid/ammonia
hospital smell is still in my nostrils. Iget up to empty the white liquid that is still in me five
times. The teacher reads an essay that Iwrote and I'm grateful. God, I think, you've done it
all, reoccuning themes, action, drama, the works. The essay is about my crummy childhood.
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How about a"the end"? No. In my second class I have to give my presentation. At this
point, there is nothing inside ofme. No more gas and stomach churning. It goes fine, except
that my light-headedness makes it hard to reach real conclusions. The class is thankfully
talkative.
Afterwards, while walking to work, I find myself thinking about what itwould have
been like to see my boyfriend sitting in the emergency room instead ofDave, waiting for itk. 1
begin to hearmy best friend giving humorous commentary about Florence Nightingale's
questions on the Billy Joel concert. When she left the room, Jenn would say, "My God, she's
a flake. The nurse isaflake." What would I do after that exam when I'd find John there in the
waiting room? Demand achocolate shake and make him sit attentively as my dejected slouched
body would be able todo nothing more than sip from a straw.
Ilike to have those two to think about. Their personalities loom large in the sky for
me. That smy jello brain kicking in, filling in the fear and the loneliness. With my head
swirling in incomplete sentences while Iconsider how the light is like my mother - it becomes
clear—this is how I getby.
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Doggie Paddle
To swim is first to stay afloat, then to get somewhere. This truth is
what makes the doggie paddle the initial swimming stroke" that kids learn.
You move foward a little but mostly you're Just glad not to sink. Even more
than tying my own shoes, swimming was one of my biggest childhood
accomplishments. My grandmother taught me.
She wore one of the bathing suits she bought in Florida. They all had
stiff bras built into them and big bright flowers which made her white skin
seem to glow. She hated summer because she was ^always hot to begin with".
For this reason, a four foot pool in the backyard was a must. As soon as she
came home from work, grandmother got into her suit. My grandfather, always
the better cook of the two, prepared BLT^s and cantaloupe slices and brought
them to the deck for afterwards.
I wasn t one of those kids who would leam to swim because someone
threw me into the water and I had to save myself. No, if someone had thrown
me in I would have swallowed water and never forgiven the people who
conspired to shock me into learning.
Grandmother had raised six kids and knew the bold and immediate
from the hesitiant and studied children. She knew there was nothing "instant"
about me, I needed explanation. I needed visuals. The verbal part of the
lesson was given while I floated in a tube. Acclimating, Grandma called it.
She explained that dogs really could swim, the importance of the coordination
of both the hands and feet, and how the body was so much lighter in the
water. Then she would get beside me and do the motions. Soon she held my
hands then didn't.
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We counted the number of seconds I could do the doggy paddle, first to
the pool ladder, then to the other side. At the age of six, the doggy paddle
worked for me; I didnU like the other swimming strokes that required me to
put my face down in the water.
For about two summers, the doggy paddle took over my concentration.
When we went to the beach I was warned about the current but it didn't
matter. Inevitably, I would get out of the water and be a half a mile away
from my family's blanket. Panic would set in, like punishment for enjoying
the swim, it seemed. The pool was safer but the ocean was bigger, more of a
thrilL If I was with my mother I had tofind her, doubting in my gut that she
would be searching for me in the waves. There would always be a boyfriend
or a book to distract her. If I was with my grandparents, I would find them
close to the shore coming towards me and the dread of being lost would melt
away with their recognition. "Didn't you hear me calling, silly? Don't forget
to turn back every once in a while," grandmother would say, putting a towel
around me.
Later, I would fall in love with the butterfly stoke. It had such an
elegant name and felt much more graceful to do. Hands together, then around
back, and up through to the beginning to point the way. You got the benefit of
being under the water, but also could come up for a few seconds to see where
you were heading. And you were actually moving forward,
I still hold the dog and butterfly stroke in contrast. One is practical,
one is beautiful. One is like sleeping and eating and one is like art. The first
IS essential to know in an obvious way, the needfor the latter is more elusive
but still real.
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I write to save myself. Not from illness but from the drift that illness has caused. What do /
mean? Last year it wasearly Decemberand I had an editingprojectdue. Then a waveof bad
things occurred—our car didn't start the day after I lost my wallet. The medication that had
been keepingmy digestionhalfwaynormal wasno longerworkingas effectively. My
menstnwl cyclewaserratic again. I hadwishexJ for something catastrophic to blame thatwould
coincide with this latest round of illness but there wasn't a reason and 1was dumbfounded.
And thenwhat? I seem to remember nothaving enough timetofinish. I took an incomplete.
So? This is graduate school. Half tlieclass took an incomplete. I went home for Christmas,
dodged questions about myhealth andmymaster's degree with equal finesse. I wasgood
about making a self-deprecating joke, letting myvoice trail toa different topic. So?A lotofthe
world wasn't moving according to schedule.
Truth: I hadlostmyagenda book, literally. Calendar, important notes, gone. Itwas
somewhere unreachable. Somewhere inmysmall four room apartment it waslost forever. I
never searched.
Truth: Although I hadnever been comfortable ascending with themasses—all of usartists
scrambling forattention and a space inacademia—I had always enjoyed school. School and
work were always pleasingly clear. Do the work, get the grade. Stay late, get a raise. Not
like Be a good kid and still come home to an alcoholic step-dad and motherwho can't look out
for you." Ienjoyed the calculation of33 credits for adegree. Predictability had always been a
second, more elegant language which Ienjoyed practicing. And what a good escape-the
chapterto bememorized, 10pagesto bewritten.
Truth: My watch stopped working ("accidentally" getting wet in the shower) and I did
nothing. This was about the same time as I took the incomplete. Iput my watch in asmall
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glass dish my mother and Ihad found in "la-de-da" glass shop in Miami. Before getting sick, I
had potpourri or mints in this bowl when company was coming. Now it held my frozen-in-
time watch. The small revolving picture on the top was still, stuck on the moon. Ididn't buy a
battery, or wind it to see ifmaybe, now that it was dry....I didn't touch it, or buy another.
Truth; I was slipping. I had slipped.
One year later and the project still lays undone. Sometimes when Itake messages at work I
hesitate at the date-not the day of the week, ora"gee, is it February already?" kind of
negligence. Istumble at the year. 199^1998. Isn't that aquestion they ask the questionably
mssaeTWhat'syourname? Who is thepresident? Whatyear is it? Iknow-once Iconcentrate
on it abit. It comes into focus, it floats up to the surface, like straining to see goldfish in the
water and then when you see them it is impossible to not see them. Of course, 1998.
The world asks an offensive amount ofquestions when one is focusing on acomplicated
puzzle. Yes, your blue sport coat is hanging in the closet. Yes, mother, Ican tell you which
plane Iwill be arriving on. Let me get the ticket. No, Ihaven't gotten to that yet. 1haven't
had the chance. Let me do it now. Everything adistraction. "The thing that gets in the way of
your work, becomes your work."
Why was Inot better? What was the bigger picture ofdigestive and gynecological
malfunctioning? Where had my digestion slipped to? Who knows. But Ihad slipped out the
door qmetly to follow it. It had led me out far-sometimes clues, names that always
downgraded into subtitles-endometriosis, irritable bowel, ulcer. Further out Ifloated. The
constant rotation ofmedication. Doctor's appointments. Tests. Alternative medicines.
Herbs. Soul searching. Goal: an answer and asolution and health. In this simple heart of
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wishing and wanting, things are easy. Hop,jump, hop, pick up the stone, then turn around
without letting your shoes touch the lines. One, two, three.
3,987,3,988,3,888? Pray. Negotiate with God. Don't let yourwhole life fall apart. Get up
and go to workeverymorning. Maintain a sense of humor. Loveyourfriends, fiancee, and
family. Care for them. Don't let their birthdays and lives out ofsight. Abbreviate your
medical trials. Leave outtheparts you talk ofsoprofoundly inyour head. Skip mentioning
how yourbody hasalways beenstrange to you. Deal with theinevitable daily gas "one
moment at a time." Keep afloat. Doggy paddle.
I havebeenwith theworld at leasthalfof thetime. Usually, I clearthedirty dishes outof the
sink before bed. I get therent and phone bill into themail. This past summer, I had the
foresight to take a required class I had forgotten about and got an A. I look atsparrows outside
my bathroom window and feel great wonder and presence in the moment. I rinse my stockings
on Sunday for the comingweek.
AndthenI let things go. Myillness hasn't allowed itselfto beoneof the things I cani<more.
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Most days, Iam simply waiting to see how things like oatmeal and yogurt will do inside ofme.
Will I smell, be gassy and foul? The atypical endometriosis (holes instead ofcysts) is abad
dream Iworry about returning. It is a lot to carry, while doggy padding towards health. I
must not drown. I must keep the jobbecause I NEED money and the health care. I love John,
other relationships have to be less "no fuss" though, many of the times Icurtail the pseudo-
psychological probes that used to spark me for hours. No more evening long discussions
wondering, "What you think she meant when she said that?" To be bare-bones honest, unless
it wasaboutmydigestive problems I don't care.
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In the midst ofimagining myself inan ocean, struggling, floating, swimming, a thought, A
hole in the script, "big enough todrive a truck through" asJohn would say. Why am I here?
Who put me in the water? God? God.
10,001, 10,002, 10,003. Stop praying to God. Start praying to Grandmother, the one person
who could once take care ofme. I remember her hot water bottles, flat ginger ale, bicarbonate,
apillow under the tummy. Soggy wash clothes ofevery varying temperature. The smell of
witch hazel for afever, vinegar and water for sunburns. Tweezers for splinters. Smiley faces
of iodine overmyknees. Weak teawith plenty ofmilk.
Advice. I imagine her giving me advice. "If not that doctor, then another. They're all
not the same. And they're not all as good."
"Make sure you don't back down. Make it clear to them."
"Don't panic. The right arms and legs, then the left. See how light you are in the
water. Don't forget you're feet."
I remember crying terribly in her arms. Crying for the fact that my father didnt love
me, that my mother didn't want me. That Ihad arotten step-fatherwaiting for my next slip
up. I remember the robe, my grandmother always wore. Terry cloth, functional, blue with
rust trim.
And then Isee the awful bridge of her own health, Isee her gaunt and pained in that
robe. Cancered. Chemo-tortured. Arms limp, not nurturing. How awful to die in something
so ugly. Something better for my grandmother, this person who raised six children and me.
Silk, pretty, and floral.
Then last year, I sat in my mother's kitchen aday aftermy Grandfather's death. My
grandmother had been dead adecade before but for some reason, the death brought up not only
him but also my grandparents as acouple. My mother mentioned Grandmother. Yes, she
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always wanted to be adoctor. Abrain surgeon. That's what interested her. My mouth drops
open. Everything that thinks orhas any part in communication falls to the floor. Awhole
perception shift in one sentence. 1am angry for my Grandmother in away that my mother is
not. Adoctor? Well, she certainly didn't live out that dream. She was MOTHER, like Mrs.
Ramsey in To //« Lighthouse. 1feel guilty for still wanting her back, beckoning her back even
after death.
Back in the water. Swimming more or less. Holding everything Ican. Icannot panic myself
because the water is deep and Idon't exactly see land. Boats? They are always blurry. I
cannot scare myself but Iwant apen and maybe itisone of the things Ihave discarded. Iwant
to check for it in my fist to see ifit is still there. What about the patience, the desire to write?
Dread moves around inside me.
Truth: Writing is not necessary. Not when you don't feel well. Not when you can't digest
toast without pain or embarrassment. That's why Ineed writing to bring me back. For the
nerve and the assertion and the excessiveness of it, like the butterfly stroke.
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The Woman Who Turned Into a Skunk Then Into A Flower
From a hard-to-digest meal or stomach flu,everybody hashadgasof thesmelly lethal
variety. "Geez," a spouse maysayhalf-kidding, "what the heckdidyoueat?!" The
perpetrator sits there on the couch infake outrage, naming every morsel consumed ina twenty-
four hour period. It'sembarrassing. Once my best friend who was hitby a stomach flu was
sorepulsed byherfarting that she kept a can ofLysol next toherbed. Every halfhour she
would take a sip ofginger aieand spray. It happens. You shyly laugh then forget it. Like the
way you forget about the windy day when your dress blew up while three young boys waiting
at the bus stop watched.
And there is a side to the world offlatulence that is hilarious.
Children especially take joyinthe Almighty Fart. Surely, you know the round song sung on
school buses everywhere,
Going down the highway,
doing 99.
Diana laid a fart
that blew us out the door.
The driver couldn't take it.
The wheels went pop.
And all because ofDiana's
super sonic fart.
There's also the great diversion from school work. Someone, usually the class clown,
announcesfromhis exileddesk in the backof the classroom that someonehas cut the cheese.
This is most of the time untrue but soon the inquisition begins. Everyone's face is closely
scrutinized for signs of blushing and cracked smiles. Like amateur sleuths, they take turns
walking up to awaste paper basket to throw out acrumpled piece ofpaper, all the while taking
whiffs to smell out the villain. From out of nowhere anote is drafted and passed around the
classroom: "Did you do it? Ifyou did it, you know what we are talking about and we think
you're disgusting. Ifyou did not lay afart, please pass this on." And ofcourse, the dilemma
usually fizzled out once someone recited the wisdom passed down through the ages: "The one
who smelt it, dealt it."
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I was sure I had discovered one of the great hidden rites ofpassage forboys when
visiting home last Spring. Still inhis parochial school uniform, inthe midst oftelling me of
his great pitching and perfect math score, my ten year old brother stopped toshow me
something. I satthere in thebackyard with mymouth wide open. I didn't even blink. I'll be
darned if he wasn't performing the whole verse of"Jingle Bells" inarm-pit farts. Dan's facial
expression was absorbed like the way itwas in his band picture that was up on the refrigerator
door. I could not help but clap and remarked to my mother who was trimming her bushes,
"You know, I think Catholic school is really paying offfor him."
Gas for an evening? Okay. Passing gas in acrowded area where everyone pretends
they didn't hear? Adevastating, but thankfully singular memory. The day the other kids
tormentedyou for fartingwhile givingan answerin social studies? Your heart still bums in
disgust for the rotten kidswho made youcry. There seems to besome contract wehave as
living creatures: Not all ofour body functions will be in working order all ofthe time. We
will throw up, cough violendy, sweat too much, sob loudly, sneeze "wet" sneezes, and yes,
pass gas occasionally and sometimes ininappropriate places.
But for almost three years having gas was aconstant for me. For the last year or so of
that period, itwould be with me almost all the time. Although my flatulence was not ofdie
"whoopee cushion" variety, itsmelt terrible. It was so offensive to other people Ihad to either
strategically sit away from others or not go out. For three years Ihad prayed every time Isat
down in class that the spot closest to the door (easy access to the bathroom) was not taken and
that no one would be so unlucky as to chose the seat down wind of me. For three years, there
would be an awkward pause on the phone after avery lively and long conversation with anew
friend. Hey, she would say, "we have to go have lunch sometime. You should come over
and meet my crazy dogs." I always wanted to jump atthe invitation and most ofthe time I
declined or sidestepped it with an excuse. Ihad aproject, reading, the house was amess.
Although great friendships have endured through letters or phone calls alone, most are gelled
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by a certain mutual trust. One person says to the other, "Here's mylife. Come on in." But I
preferred to stay on the sidewalk and talk from there. Why would Iwant to repulse my new
friend?
Itwas no small irony that just as Iwas supposed to be focusing on making agood
impression at graduate school my flatulence became so bad that Icouldn't sit through classes
very well. With what nerve orself-denying fantasy did Iwrite my letter requesting a teaching
assistantship? What would my teachers say? "She's agood student but I honestly can't say
she'd show up to teach. She's missed several classes because ofaweird stomach problem."
But really, I hardly heard the compliments that graduate students obsess to get. Ijust wanted
the right medicine that would make me well, aday out in public where Iwasn't pre-occupied
with smelling.
Before I wasdiagnosed withendometriosis andtreated, before I found a factor who
knew ofanew digestive medicine that had "a little bit ofeverything in it" and that worked,
before Idiscovered that I simply cannot tolerate wheat in any form, Isat through countless
lightening-fast doctor visits and degrading tests. More heartfelt was the sad discovery that
people could be cruel. Growing up, most ofmy trauma had been felt at home. I tended, if
anything to be invisible among other children and was spared somuch ofthe "lord ofthe flies"
treachery that went on from day to day. Now as an adult, Iwas getting my share. Those kids
who were obsessed with mean revenge to sniff out the farter in grade school were not so
different as adults. Like when women who during witch hunts took up the task of pointing
and accusing so no one would think they themselves were evil, these folk made sure everyone
knew the smell didn't come from them.
This had to have been the case with ayoung man sitting behind me on apacked
airplane. When Ithink about that day it seems to stick out as THE low point. Ihad done
everything Icould do, from diet to relaxation techniques to over the countermedicine and still,
I was passing gas.
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Itwas the day before Thanksgiving and the airport was packed. I had justflown
successfully from Des Moines to Ohio and felt rather triumphant that my thorough food and
drug regimens had so far paid off. From the very moment I had made the reservation to fly
home 1had worried overhow my stomach would be. Even though my lower abdomen was
constantly nagging with pain, Iwas anxious about the gas. I said the prayer that was by now
my personal mantra, "Hease let no one sit behind me." In away, I thought that staying back in
Ames might be less stressful than making the trip home—all those close spaces with the
bathrooms so hard to get to.
Aday before, Iwas extra careful about my meals. Only the blandest things; Beach
Nutt strained carrots, plain rice, plain yogurt, water, two halves ofapeach from acan. I took
the ineffective over the counter gas tabs that the doctor recommended because, well... it
couldn t hurt. Ipracticed deep breathing. Idrank down yet another ®luey cup oforange
laxative because asmy doctor putit, "Ifnothing is in the bowel toferment, there's less chance
of gas forming." Iprayed. I recalled times where sometimes multiple trips to the rest room
had greatly lowered my smell factor. Iwould bring agood book that would take my mind off
my upset stomach so "my nerves" would not bea contributing factor,
Ihave never really had the urge to go to amountain top to scream at God but by the end
of the two and ahalf hour flight Ifelt as ifI had afew things to say. The young man behind
me purposely put his tray back roughly. To his girifriend, he talked loud enough so I could
hear. When Iget home I'm writing aletter to United asking for my money back. I'm gonna
say I had tosit behind a smelly giri and couldn't breathe fortwo hours. It's disoustin<».''
This was my worst nightmare playing itself out. There was no door from which to
escape. If thepilot hadn't announced theplane was full, I would have moved.
Isaw the couple get on the plane before it took off. They were not striking. Living in
acollege town of 25,000,1 see alot of young adults under the age of 25. They leaned abit to
the preppy side, but the guy had asplash of "grunge" (crummy flannel shirt but no nose ring).
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The girl's hair was brown and held back in clips. She was not terribly good or bad looking.
The boy was tall and thin with light orange hair, kind oflike agrown-up Opie. There were a
lot ofcollege students Ididn't like on sight. Like acar full ofblondeDelta Delta Delta girls
cutting usoffor guys whohave a beergutandcurse loudy for theentire duration of theirwalk
to class. But these particular two students didn't register with me in any negative way. IfI
hadn't been gassy, they would not have directed their anger towards me. I would have said
"thanks" forstopping to letme get in the line toget offthe plane, but that's it.
Instead, when the plane landed the boy stood up and 1felt his eyes on my head. He
made afew more comments about the smell and the rotten flight. Ababy from the row in front
ofme popped her head up and looked right at me with abeaming smile and giggled. How
could you not automatically coo back at ahappy baby? But Icould not talk or play peek-a-boo.
I tried to find adry spot ofthe only linty tissue Icould find in my carry-on bag and sniffled
feebly. Then my own anger level rose. Fmally, 1turned around to big Opie.
He was looking at me the way I look atparents who beat the crap out oftheir kids on
line at the grocery store. But Ihad left sanity and waited for the next comment, my mouth
pregnant with reason, statements ofhealth, how many doctors Ihad seen, of the friendships 1
wasn t abletodevelop, and what I had to noteat to evenmeethiseffortless existence. I
wanted to ask for his address, pay him back for his spoiled flight. Iwould send it in cash with
a note: 1HOPE YOU NEVER GET WHAT I HAVE.
But he stopped. I suppose it was enough to see that Iwas crying. As aspace was
made for me in the aisle, his girlfriend, who had been chuckling all along said. Maybe she's
sick."
My mother saw me before Isaw her. She enthusiastically "yoo-hoo-ed" me and Iin
turn stopped right there at the entrance as anxious passengers passed around me. Icovered my
eyes with one hand and sobbed. The green velvet dress Iwore seemed useless, an ineffective
attempt at tiymg to pass apretty and pleasant person tobe around. Bottom line: I was
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disgusting. My mother's face turned tohorror and she led me tothe car. I blubbered the story
like the time when Iwas ten and ran into the house because aneighborhood kid was tonnenting
meat thebusstop. I felt so terrible for ruining hergreeting with theawful truth thatI was
mentally uiu^veling. All thewhile as I passively listened toherplans formeto seea New
York doctor and foods she could prepare for me, Icould smell the flowers. She had bought
them for me to welcome me home. My mom, she was really trying this time. They seemed so
beautifully arranged in shades ofpink and lavender, baby's breath, carnations. Mother
inconspicuously rolled the window down acrack and as she went on Inodded, keeping adull
focus on thefloral pastels onmylap.
That night, asleep inthe guest bed, Idecided that pleading with God was getting me
nowhere, as did praying for adoctor with answers. Now Iwould strike adeal. I was wholly
serious about this. Imentally called tomy dead grandmother tobeawitness. Into the dark
room my eyes were wide open. "Okay, ifyou take this illness away, you can give me back my
migraines. 111 have migraines every night ifonly you take this away so I can move around
people during the day."
Migraines. They had started when Iwas eight. Ihad hardly got them anymore though.
By the time I reached adulthood Ialways knew by afeeling behind my eye that Icould
potentially get one as much as aday before. Having amigraine meant sitting in bed with a
bowl in my lap, waiting for the inevitable throw-up. It meant that the pain in my head would
be sosearing that I would cry and the pain would throb even more. Itmeant that when I
opened my eyes one of them wouldn't see right—there would be avery pronounced "black
spot when Itried to focus. Hey, but at least if someone came into my room they wouldn't be
repulsed by the foul, rotten egg smell. They could give me acompress, pat my arm, and sit in
the living room, not taxed.
This illness ofmine was getting in the way of other people's living space. Icouldn't
stand it. The irony was that Itotally identified with my unsuspecting victims. Before this oas
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started I had always had asensitive nose. Walking into our apartment growing up, I could
always tell when my mother had watered the plants. And Iwas always the one eager to open
eveiy window onthe first borderline warm spring day. I love fresh air. Even in the cleanest
of public bathrooms, my hand covered with apulled down sleeve would unconsciously go
over my nose, orelse Iwould gag. My nose had always been one ofthe talents I impressed
people with. "Did you do laundry today?" Just the ghost scent of clean clothes being folded
and put away and I would know.
* * * * ♦
John pokes his head into the bedroom while I am at the computer. He is chewing gum,
what must be the three pieces at once. He has given up smoking for something like the thirty-
seventh time,but hasmade it to the thirdweek. Hecannot sit still.
"I'm going to Quick Shop for acandy bar, something sweet. Get you anything babe?"
I pause to consider this question. Old Me and New Me meet, come toward each other
with hands on their pistols like ascene from Gunsmoke. Old Me is wearing the token black
hat, hasa lit cigarette, a cupof coffee, anda smirk.
Yeah John, get me aButterflnger, king size. I've got apaper to write. Oh yeah,"
adds Old Me, flipping open the cigarette lid, "better get another pack of these, too."
There sno room for you in this psyche." New Me stares steadily at her more reckless
twm. She unrolls alist, the kind you imagine Santa unrolling with the names of good and bad
children. It hits the floor.
Old Me chuckles and looks lively, more than up for the challenge.
You can't scare me with your heightened caffeine adrenaline. Let me tell you
something. Butterfinger is made with chocolate, wheat starch, refined sugar, and ahalf dozen
preservatives that your inside can't take. And put that cigarette out, we're not that kind of body
anymore."
OldMe laughsunderher breath.
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"Letme ask yousomething. LittleMissClean Livin*, what timedo you go to bed?"
"Well," New Mebegins, hesitant to answer, "um, Saturday night or a work day?"
"HA! Any day. Give me your latest."
"Well, sometimes I make it past the news. About 11."
"11 P.M.! Who are you kiddin', Pollyanna? That used to be the time you'd begin to
write. Lookwhat's becomeof you, where's you spark?"
"Um,hello?" John is still waitingat the door, restlessfor a task. He crinkles his nose,
rubs a fmger under his nostrils quickly. It'seight p.m. and something isnot settling right
inside ofme. Maybe itwas the mushrooms I had with rice. OrtheJhiit in the yogurt. Ismy
stomach no longer doing wellwith the oatmeal? On andon.
"I'm sorry," I say ina small voice. "I smell. Do you think Quik Shop has air
fresheners."
John assures me that he can't smell a thing. I think about him picking me up one of
those carfresheners. Maybe I could wear one ofthose giant strawberries around my neck.
I don t believe him. 1request a flavored water and John ison his way. For a second I have a
dark thought. Iwish John was still smoking. Having been aheavy smoker since the age of
thirteen, John's olfactory powers had been greatly compromised. Oddly good luck for me, as
my stench often rose through the bed covers. Maybe he might catch awhiff ofahog lot
driving down acountry road, but in the past it has had to be overwhelmingly noxious, city
dump bad.
John's nose is reemerging. I gotmyfirst cluelastweek when John returned from a
conference. He had gotten stuck in an ice storm and his sport coat was soaked. Practically
glowing with the news, John had reported, "You know, 1forgot what wool smells like when it
gets wet."
"Like a wet dog," I said off the cuff.
"Yes, exactly. Awet dog but something ofthe woods too-wet bark, ri<yht?"
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Like some weird twist onGogol's short story about the man who had hisnose stolen, I
found myself wishing someone would take my man's newly discovered sense. Ofcourse I
was happy for him. I don't want him todie oflung cancer oremphysema like his
grandparents.
And maybe he could always smell my worse digestive moments. Maybe it didn't
bother him that much. Or perhaps he subtly tumed his head away from my body, literally
burying his head ina book. I recall him pulling the blankets up tohis nostrils sometimes,
looking likesomeone who was just getting cozy.
John returns home red-cheeked and smiling. Let me guess: He's justfound the scent
ofmelting snow and mud. He puts the water down by the keyboard.
"And Igot you something else as well." John reaches down into his pocket and pulls
out a bag. The contents are an unnatural shade of orange.
"Circus Peanuts!"
Circus Peanuts: The candy ofmy childhood. Aderivative ofthe marshmallowfamily.
Althoughorange in color itdoes not hovepredictableflavor—neither orangenorpeanut.
Peanut-shapedbut oversized. Spongy whenfresh. When exposed to airfor afew hours they
can be used as adoor stopper orto break windows. Everything in them is manmade. Even the
sugar has been chemically twisted toproduce thisfine confectionery.
NewMe is already censoring this eating event. Old Me can already imagine devouring
the bag to the last neon crumbs.
"I checked the label. Itdidn't say wheat. Can you eat them?"
"Sure. ni space them out. This is great. Areal pick-me-up."
I eat one. God. How delicious. Old Indulgent Me is so content that I realize that is
who John bought them for, at least partially. She is after all, the woman he first met and fell in
love with.
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Even ifI strip myself ofthe layers ofinsecurities, pure curiosity drives me to ask this
question: How has John managed through the various bouts ofmy illness, through the
metamorphosing identity, and the swells of depression and hope?
Phenomenally well. Here's the simple truth: it's the rose-colored glasses thing.
Johns seeing the rest of the world just fine but then for me his perception is thankfully askew.
The picture is always taken from my good side, as far as John is concerned. It's the same way
for me but then John doesn't often test my love with odd ailments. He's wonderfully
engagmg. I could discuss the Sunday paper with him forever. Afast reader, too, which I find
very passionate.
Ofcourse there were moments. Like how on one day joking in the car became atouchy
argument. John had tried to "cop afeel" and Imoved away, still laughing. "Gather ye
rosebuds while ye may," he quoted. That had been our little joke ever since we had taken
Renaissance Lit together in college-back in the good old days when IsUll could eat everything.
The hne is from aRobert Herrick poem. It's basically asixteen line, sing-song warning that
sounds refined to the modem ear because of the "ye"s. Herrick urges the young reader that she
should reap the "opportunities" for romance while they are still young because soon they will
be old and wnnkled and will have nothing to offer. At least that is how our professor insisted
we see it. Apossible pick up line? It bothered me then as it bothers me now how long our
professor (male) dwelt on this angle. There was nothing ambiguous as far as Iwas concerned.
John always said that line just to get my goat.
John gave romance on 1-80 one more try. He squeezed my thigh, and putting on his
best bad French accent hinted at his future plans, "Come on, baby, wait until Iget home
tonight."
John, Isaid, senous all of asudden, "I just told you my stomach is funny right now.
Iprobably won't be able to tonight Maybe in the morning."
Do you know it's been like ayear since we made love in the nioht*?"
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I hadn't realized. When mystomach was badI hadalways turned away. It's hard to
feel sexy when you arebloated, cramped, and gassy. And my digestion usually got
progressively worse as the daywenton. Bynight I wasgenuinely tired(no caffeine) and I fell
asleep quickly, as if mybody was eagerly trying to escape itscondition through dreaming. But
how niceof himto keep score. "I can't help it," I saidmiserably.
"I know. You keep reminding me."
"You know, I don't like this either. It's not what I envisioned formy 'rose bud'
twenties."
We were silent. I had tobite my lipbecause I wasn't finished being angry yet and I
was about to smile stupidly. Weforgave and laughed before wegothome. ButafterI worried
and sometimes still do. My life isanti-spontaneous by necessity. Still, we don't justgo to the
movies orjustmake love orjust anything. Somuch iscontingent onmy stomach. On the
drive home afterwork ona Friday night, I both dread and love the bright marquees that
announces that night's big theater event. On the one hand, I'm straining my eyes and turning
my head back tocatch all the details. And then John asks me. Do you want to go? The
answer is never a quick yes orno. Ofcourse^ I do but just because my gut issettled at 6 p.m.,
doesn't mean itwill befine at8 p.m. Do I take my chances? Sometimes. Well, once ina
while.
John s understanding. But five years into this thing, I check myself. Aperson can
take only so much "emotional dumping" no matter how much they love you. When Ifelt
myself dipping into frequent crying spells this past summer, I got myself to a therapist fast. 1
reach for the phone, blab to afriend until I feel better. Ihate leaning, but you just have to
remember to return the favor.
People invite us out as acouple and since most adult entertaining is done in the evening
we run into problems. Sometimes I stay for half the party, sometimes John goes alone. My
leaving or absence may be taken the wrong way but Itry to explain discreetly and lightly as
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possible. We do the best we can. And it's fun to try with John. "Gather ye rosebudswhile ye
may"...Okaymaybe I'll take another look at that poem again—not because I agree with that
professor but because I want to have something to memorizewhen I'm feeling low. Or I'll
surprise John with it one day when he, in spite of everything, makes me feel attractive on a
long drive home.
Howdid I tolerate myself for the five years? Standingin front of my dresser, I wonder
this as I amrotating mywinter and spring clothes. It strikes meas funny that somuch ofmy
clothing hasa floral design. Ablue and yellow comforterwith a dense tulip design ismy
backdrop as I layin awe to consider things. Mycurtains too, are a pastel of soft roses. As1
makemywayto the living roomI pass the framed printof vanGogh's "Wild Irises." I had
carried thatprintfor twelve hours ofdelayed andcanceled flights thispastChristmas. There
above thecouch isanother print ofthree generations ofwomen who are outside enjoying tea in
a garden. I remember howexcited I had been tofind thispainting—how thewomen looked like
relatives. It is so unusual tofind artwork with three redheads. They are sitting under agiant
umbrella with painted flowers. On aback burner in the kitchen sits an old pot with the murky
water ofpotpourri I burned the night before. I pour aglass ofwater and take apill the way I
do before everymeal. Although I'm looking ata bland lunch ofboiled potatoes and carrots,
the day feels more indulgent. Almost noon, and I am still inmy pajamas. While my lunch is
cooking, I sit down on tfie couch, bunch my knees up to my chest. I ptill my nightgown down
over them and feel as small and homely as aunplanted bulb. Bitter thoughts like weeds string
around my intentions that this day be for cleaning house—mind, home, and spirit. So this is
how Idid it. I should have been pasting the words and books Ihad read from great writers
around my house, keeping my eyes onthe goal. My internal mantra should have been, "Book
in print. Have to have a book in print. Write." But I see that being ahuman skunk has done
things to my wishes, made them more basic, less ambitious. I simply wish to smell nice and
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pretty, something loved, likea flower, never mind what I have to say. I plan towrite, finally,
rest these experiences in the realm offiction. There's noreason whyeveryone has to know it
reallyhappened to me. But I can'twrite it thatway, I only get as far as the title.
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How Not to Worry about Being Loved
(and Other Culinary Adventures...)
Ihad been whacking the hell out ofsome graham crackers when Isaid it. My life is
just one big apology.
It was abit dramatic but Imeant it. Friends of ours had just bought anew house and
invited us to dinner. Over aweek ago Ihad offered to bring dessert, ahomemade cheesecake-
my aunt's recipe. But as Iwoke up that Saturday Iwas appalled by what had been neglected
all week. Laundry, the tub, and akitchen table that was well on its way to becoming a
dumping ground for unwanted mail. Kitty Litter. Grocery Shopping. And Ididn't even have
aspring pan. Iwasn't even sure what one was until Isaw it on the shelf-its label luckily
matching the index card Ihad been carrying. Cindy, who was elated to have her first official
guests, suggested we come around six o'clock. That's not so bad, I thought. We would leave
at five forty five.
Ihad forgotten that they had moved to the small town ofLacona-some two hours
away. Well, Idid of course know where they had moved. Ihad just spent fifteen minutes
getting directions over the phone. Ihad asked, "How long ofadrive?" and Cindy had told me.
But we hardly ever ate that early and my brain hadn't correctly estimated how much time each
chore would take.
And Ihadn tcounted in the baking time (one hour), the cooling time (at least another
hour), the refrigeration time (two hours), and the preparation time (25minutes, crust not
included). What hadIbeen thinking? Was it any wonder Ididn't bake much? Look how
many obvious ingredients I could leave out
When John and Icame through the door with our six loads of laundry, spring pan, and
cream cheese, John had enough ofmy double-speeding us both around the town and Iwas just
getting started. It was 3:30. We had hastily thrown our laundry back into their bags without
folding anything-that would just be another half hour lost. Now as Iplopped the sacks down
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(everything, everything that was not underwearwould have to be ironed now) 1tried to forget
them with adetennination that would have to be described as self-delusional. Iwas like the
last runner in acrucial race-it hadn't computed yet that Iwasn't getting the gold, or the
cheesecake in this case. Iran-walked to the kitchen pulling out the fifteen dollar pan. Where
was the recipe, that damn index card?!
After ten minutes of searching bags, the car, and the walkway, the index card was
found in my wallet, its neat handwriting and long list of ingredients mocking me. I rushed
back into the kitchen. Apicture ofmyself sitting in the carwith ovenmitts and atrivet in my
lap as Iprecanously tried to balance ahot cheese cake came to mind, Iwould lift the cake to
the open window, thereby cooling it faster in the two hour drive. "John, would you mind
calling them? Please tell them that we're sorry but we're running abit late and ask if they need
anything."
"You do it, Diana." Even through the closed bathroom door John's voice sounded
annoyed, arare streak of"don*t boss me around" macho coming to the surface. Iwalked
down the hall, awooden spoon still inmy hand.
"/'mmaking acake," I said through clenched teeth.
"You're the one who said that six o'clock would be just fine."
He was trying to get me with atechnicality. Iwent back to my graham crackers. Oh
no, Iwouldnever use aready-made crustforpeople who are such great chefs, notfor an event
like afirst house. Iwould call after the cake was in the oven, when Iwasn't so close to tears.
The thin rectangles ofgraham crackerwaited for me between two sheets ofwax paper.
Another day, another apology.
I began whacking the crackers down, first for speed, then for anger, sadness. Iwas
formulating what Iwas going to say to Cindy. Eveiy possible approach had aprofuse
apology. But so what, that's what you do when you're expected at someone's house and
you're running late.
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But I had been apologizing allmylife.
For messing something up that was supposed to be easily accomplished. For not
having apen or knowing the time. For being late, early, too quiet, or too talkative. For bein®
moody. For being bom.
Most ofall Iregretted my very birth. Icould see that clearly as IsUd the pulverized
crumbs into abowl. 1was sorry for being aburden, troubling the world with my presence. I
wiped hot tears from my face with the high part ofmy left sleeve and brought out the last
crackers to get smooshed.
"Do you know where their phone number is?" John said reproachfully. Isupposed he
was going to forgive me for setting myself up like this. He pulled my hair back to kiss me on
the cheek and saw my crying face—blotchy skin, puffy nose.
Hey, listen, itsjust acake. We can just get something."
Imsorry for being like this...." Icould have slapped myself for saying it, again.
"We can get a really nice cheesecake from the Garden Cafe."
The Garden Cafe did have excellent cheesecake ofevery variety. Yes, that was special
enough. Their presentation was pretty good. In anice box, too. Yes, that was agreat
solution.
But the pan," Isaid, "we bought such an expensive pan."
"Well, now you will always have it. It wasn't that much anyway."
Fifteen minutes later we were out the door. The cake was delicious. We had agreat
time. Nobody cared that the cake was bought. Except me.
In that two hour country drive Ihad felt so calm. Iwas tickled that the sky wasn't
falhng. But it brought me back to amemory ofwhen Ihad been seeing atherapist afew years
ago. It was aMonday evening and the week ahead seemed impossibly cluttered with due
dates, bills, and woric projects. Explaining all the different responsibiUties Ihad going on-
full time job, graduate school, poor health, and along distance relationship (John was still in
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Baltimore finishing his last year of coUege), Maura did the usual nodding and hmm's that go
along with the profession. I ran out of things to say.
Maura looked down at the chart she had made me do for our session. On it was my
small print ofevery time I got worried.
She crossed her legs and leaned forward. Iwaited for some sort of diagnosis.
What could you do to make things easier on yourself?"
Iwas stunned. Idoubt Ieven blinked. My eyes were large as if asked an algebra
formula that has suddenly slipped out the mind. Ihoped the answer would come to me. It did
not. finally, with my lifetime of trying to please people and an endless trail ofsorry's, 1
asked. "What doyoumean?"
Ihad always viewed life as abunch ofplans that Ihad to function within, no matter
how unsuitable or impossible. And Iwas always sorry when Ineeded to raise my hand and
say it didn't work for me. Ididn't want to be too much trouble.
Iwas the worst thing that had ever happened to my mother. Iwas the worst thing she
had ever done. It was not hard to understand this by the way the rest of the family loved me
with asort of "ifs not the baby's fault" vigor while my mother's energy was more cool and
less heartfelt. My aunts, my grandparents loved me to pieces. Iwas spoiled with what every
small person wants-an indulging audience who would listen to my babbling stories with an
mterest that made me feel important. With my mother, Iwould talk to her every so often
because Iwas afraid she would forget that1was there. Ikept my eye on her in the store. I
could too easily imagine her rounding an aisle, scooting through the check-out line, and then
drivingaway withoutme.
She had only been out ofhigh school for three months. It had been the first summer
she had been aloud to use her own ID in bars. There were plans for nursing school but there
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was noparticular rush ~ she had gotten a good jobin a bank right away andwas with friends
she had known her whole life. She had finished high school and her parents were happy with
their daughter who always did well. They didn't wony over her.
Her body had finally fallen into proportion. For awhile her Campbeirs soup kid
chubbiness had lingered, then her bosom swelled almost overnight. Fmaliy, her legs had
thinned so that she could wear short mini's. Her skin would be tan by the end of September,
her eyes—sort ofa turquoise—would be even more striking. She liked to wear her hair ina
modified Audrey Hepburn style. She wore a bit ofmake-up but not too much. She had a
wonderful assortment ofearrings-in every picture adifferent pair.
And Isuppose she dated. In twenty-five years, she never divulged who she dated
before she met my father, or how she met him, or how long they had been dating. She has
never shared any single account of their courting. She didn't "go there" and Ideeply, more
than anyone, respected that To be unwed, young, and pregnant in conservative Long Island
in 1970 was to wear your newly found sexual pleasures before acrowd ofshocked,
judgmental eyes. Suddenly eveiyone's good girl became grandmother's reason for bi-monthly
hair color treatments. My parents were married less than three weeks after Iwas bom.
Again, as ifby collective family wish, no one has ever talked about how my
grandparents, either set, reacted to the news. From the comments my mother has made, I
suspect that my grandfather withdrew emotionally. While describing him favorably, she adds,
"but he never knew how to talk to us after we grew up. He only knew how to love us when
we were small." The writer in me has spent many an hour concocting how the family dealt
with my impending arrival. There weren't too many stories to go on, which makes me doubt
there were many high moments, very little to laugh about years later.
No one mentions how it was decided that marriage was the route to go. Who pushed
who. Iimagine alot ofcrying. Iimagine growing in my mother as she cried, sitting on the
toilet seat cover, like Ido when Iam deeply upset. Iimagine her throwing up at my presence
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in her body like the waymy own systemrejects anesthesia. Did she contemplateabortion
somewhere inMexico?
1havecontemplated it for her. As1grew upand crossed theages shehad1constantly
asked. Well, you're just out of high school now,would you have a baby now if you got
pregnant? Now youhavefinished college—would you feel differently now if yougot
pregnant? Mostrecently, by the timeyougetmarried nextyearyouwillbe26. Yourmother
had a seven year old by then. Wouldyou have the baby?
P*robably but1wouldbe afraid. Pregnancy was the thingthatmymother's life turned
on. it tookwhatwassimple andfreeandground it intodull worry. Having a child, having
thereminder ofherill choice of boyfriend when shewas eighteen lingerin theform of a
daughter seems cruel fate. Even now, seeing aprofessor who is eight months pregnant walk
down theEnglish department corridor, 1feel immense pity although I know sheis ecstatic
abouther pregnancy, has a greathusband, and the finances to raisea child. 1still think, "It's
weighing her down. Lookwhat it's doing to her."
When1became anindestructible teenager and began toexplain tomy mother that her
love seemed a little lack luster, she would pull the lines and voice out as iffrom a script. "No,
Diana. That's not true. I love you very much. 1am very glad that i had you."
Itwaslikea cheatsheet mygrandmother hadgiven her: don't make thechildfeel like
you never wanted her.
Mothers, no matter what their personality, seem tolike to brag about their kids, the so
cute thing thecherub did theotherday,reliving thefirst word forever, themilk. Mine
couldn't. She blanked out, pretended she didn't hear, or changed the subject. Itwas about the
time 1noticed this thatI was swept away from her.
With divorce imminent (my father simplywoke up three years after they had been
married and told my mother that he didn't love her), my mother and 1moved into the top floor
ofmy grandparent shouse. But 1hardly saw her. My grandparents and three aunts who also
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lived in the house, kept me away from my mother. Idid not mind that much. When 1think
back to then, itis only that1am always with another family member out somewhere, never
with my mother. 1remember the trips to the park, the Bronx Zoo, GreatAdventure, Advenmre
Land, ice cream runs, walking the dog, coloring Easter eggs, and going to the movie theater
for the weekly Disney film that would be showing, done without my mother. When 1tumed
around, climbing the school bus on the first day of school, it was my grandmother, not my
motherwho waved back atme confidently with a terrific smile.
Then my brain integrates her back in though. 1remembermymother upside-down,
head resting in myMickey Mouse clad pillow. Shewas taking yoga. 1remember her yogurt
machine, wanting to peak at the congealing while liquid as it heated. She had avery bad ulcer.
Iremember her face as she, along with my grandmother carriedme into the doctor's office
wrappedmablanket and still in pajama's as my fever reached close to 104. Ican see her very
clearly dabbing calamine lotion onto my chicken pox, patiently. She was around. But Imust
have been hard to look at.
Iwas worse than ugly. Ilooked exactly like my father. This fact may have been
satisfying to mymotherwhen she had me at nineteen (it dispelled any doubts from cynical in-
laws who the father was). However, as her attempt to make ahappy family out ofus
disintegrated, my face became aghost ofaperson she was having dreadful second thoughts
about. Almost as ifmakingacruel cake and could not help but put the right mean finishing
touches, God also gave me my father's body type and mannerisms.
My questioning left eyebrow: his. My tongue-in-cheek. The way Iround my back
when I'm in abad mood and am not to be consoled. How my eyes drop when I'm deep in
thought. The long spindly anns. My pale skin with the scattered freckles and straight, straight
auburn hair. All his.
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Exceptthe height Barely 54", as I physically transformed intoa female version of
my father, Iwould be able to squarely look my mother in the eye. We were the same height,
there was nomissing me. Very often she simply didn't look.
Itisodd how one responds to a lifetime ofsomeone not looking back. When my
mother's eyes fall on me there is always ablink, afacial tick, something that inwardly snaps.
My face surprises her, like seeing an old lover with whom things did not end well. She is
not expecting &e idea ofmy father, to be reminded ofwhat he looks like in the echo ofmy
own visage. For a few sentences she does not hear what I am saying.
And she was always trying to get me to look less like him. All mothers have avery
stubborn sense ofwhat color looks good on their child and this sense can carry through to a
whole lifetime. "Oh, really, the black one?" John's mother has always said, "Black makes you
look small. How about the blue?" With mine the criticism was less harmless and not so
subtle. She was always trying to get me to penn my hair~"fill out your face alittle bit so your
jaw line doesn't look so long.** Was itany coincidence that she had wonderfully curly hair and
around face? IfIgave in and just let her do my make-up before abig family event, the first
thing she would reach for was the blush—herdark shades ofpowdermore suitable for her
olive-toned skin. My hopeful, "how do Ilook" twirl before going out on adate was always
metwith aflat "very nice" followed by amore concerned "how about some blush?" Very often
lhadjustputsomeon. She never got the bottom line. I'm pale,just like my father.
We grow up in our own recent history. This is how Iexplain how Icame to deeply
feel that Iwas to blame for my mother's lot in life. Ieventually would be blamed for my
mother and step-father's marriage problems. It was not the booze, the pot, my step-father's
inclination to watch pornographic movies before he started the work day, ormy mother's
numbness to the awful way we lived. Home from school, Iwould sit behind aclosed
bedroom door and listen to the hideous acts Ihad committed that week. Skip's voice would be
barkingwith allegations. Words like brat, bitch, fuck, and shit were peppered in every
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sentence. I was always doing such bitchy things, acting like a brat, pulling "this" fucking shit.
Mymotherwould atbest weakly defend me atfirst then abandon any protective strain left in
her. "What doyou want metodoabout it? I'm sick ofbeing in themiddle."
I had puiposely forgotten things on the grocery listthat were forSkip. I had
purposefully leftthe bread outand had not closed the bread bag back up. Now the counterwas
fullof crumbs. I kepttryingtodomychores aftertheallowed time. Therewas to benodish
washing after9 p.m.--the racket itmade woke my step-father up! There were somany Tnimifp
details, conditions I had tomeet in order for him to leave my name out ofhis swearing tirades.
And there was always one more problem unfolding, something concocted in my step-father's
paranoid, alcoholic mind.
I moved out into the adult world and adolescence without parents who loved me. But
the other worlds offriends and school, were far more easy to navigate. Itbec^e hard to
logistically work out my two identities: nice, sweet, Diana who always gets good grades and
bitchy, bratty Diana who was trying to undermine the very fabric of her family's life. Isimply
blocked home out And ofcourse, home isalways the place from which we leave. It isour
springboard-from thefirstthought spring allothers.
I know Isaid "sorry" a lot. My friends, my teachers were disproportionately important
to me. Inever wanted to displease them. Every caring gesture thrownmy way was caught
and then carefully stretched out like aband-aid to cover dozens ofdeep holes where my identity
went black.
And sorry has always "worked" for me. In the worid where adults won't speak to each
otherfor years until the other one "apologizes first," many appreciate arecant of bitter words or
thoughtless actions. Sorry. It is wonderful balm when it is heart-felt It can be seen as polite,
something to do when you're not sure how someone took very direct criticism.
But when asorry isn't appropriate-that's the one I struggle with. For instance, one
doesn't have to apologize for taking five minutes ofateacher's time during his office hours.
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One doesn't have toapologize when she isasked for opinion and gives it. One does not have
to say she issorry for things she has no control over, like being bom, orplanning an outing on
aday that winds up being rainy. Lastly, one does not have to apologize for apologizing. This
isthe first rule ofnot worrying about being loved. No one tells you that but it's true.
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The Hole in My Head
1wouldpretend shewasmymotherexceptI wouldn't call hermom.
Every Saturday my grandmother got her hair done atMcCrory's department store and Iwent
with her. My grandfather would drive us, slowing his Cadillac to a smooth stop just in front
of the door. The bargains of whatever season would absorb customers and I found itvery
comforting that my grandmother cared to considerEaster basket grass two days after
Valentine's Day.
The obstacle course ofstiffgirdles and polyester underwear before the salon entrance no longer
intimidated me. I passed the racks oftraining bras without blushing. This was the routine. I
would hang out with my grandmother, flip through FarmlyCircle, looking at the kids' faces
for the secret to landing anormal home life—itwas something about an elaborately decorated
gingerbread house and sweater patterns, as far as Icould tell. My grandmother would be
under the clear helmet, and Iwould occasionally tap the hot dome, asking for the meaning of
an unfamiliarword. Grandmotherwould lift the blow-dryerwith awink, remove aplastic ear
cover and lean forward. Sometimes! would wear the ear covers too—just to see. Iwould eat
her whole roll ofmints and carry on an effortless conversation with the hairdresser. Geor®e
' © *
"Is that your daughter?" anew shampoo girl might ask, working the suds out of my
grandmother's hair. Iwould feel suddenly pinned, like someone had thrown light on my
secret hope and ithad dissolved instantly. On the other hand it suggested the chance. A
complete stranger had been fooled. We even looked like mother and daughter. We had the
same Irish skin, and although she dyed her hair these days, ithad been dark red as well. More
importantly, Ibelieved, we behaved like mother and daughter.
Sometimes awomanwould leave one of the blow-drying chairs before its timer had
ended. Iwould slip under the dome of dry heat, all the while scheming. Howwould Imanage
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to live with my GrandparenXs? How would Iconvince mymother to give me up? She liked
having me around not out oflove, but out ofpride-she could so raise a child.
No, she couldn't. That's why I was with my grandparents all the time. I had tried to
put the idea into my mother's head recendy in along car ride, only to have her expression grow
tight asshe glimpsed atmy fantasy life, sovery much without her.
Loyalty is everything indysfunctional families-and itwas clear Iwas oftoo fair
weathered stock. Iwas not going to pretend well, come out smiling in all the pictures. I
would avoid her hit-and-miss attention giving and go where they treated me best. Nevermind
the pithy reward ofan occasional dose ofmotherlyattention after rave reviews after a
parent/teacher conference. Iwanted the daily doting ofmy always interested grandparents.
That is never, never going to happen. You must have ahole in your head if you think-
that's ever going to happen! There is zero chance." My mother said, the zero like itwas an
important paragraph all on its own, good enough to think over. She snapped the radio offand
we satmsilence. Every few seconds Iwould hear atire bump to the form of the highway. I
found myself visualizing where the hole in my head would go and how big it would be. I
imagined at first gushing blood and brains, then asimple hole, like for akey, dark and clean.
Iwasn't sobbing because it was too strange. Suddenly Iwasn't in the car with my
mother anymore. There was jealously in her voice, territorial protection in her eyes. Iwas an
only child and had to checkmy short mental notes on sibling rivalry. Yes, this was it. No
way was mymother going to let me have more time and attention with my grandparents than
she had. Was it from being one of six children? The weight of being the oldest giri, being a
second mother as her older brothers were out playing? Or was it that becoming amother so
young in her own adulthood had brought her to apoint far way from feeling like someone's
child?
Whatever the case, mymother was at times my sister. My aunts also played the parts
cool older sisters, lettingme tiy on their lipstick and taking me to the movies. And my
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Grandparents were often my parents. And my father, yes, why has he gotten off so easily in
this? My fatherwas like a platonic, lukewarmdatewho dranktoomuch.
******
Iwas fourteen and I still had the fantasy. Not in the sameway-itwas more fractured,
more surreal because ithad to be. My grandmother had died ofcancer. Six months later, my
mother still fell into crying spells on the couch. She would sit with tiie lights off in front ofthe
TV., letting the sitcoms roll out before her. I would hear the sniffle first, like someone's
allergy acting up, and then the low crying. Then the sound of the tissue coming out of the box.
Even tiiough Iwasn't always talking to her tiiese days (she had stopped even nominally
defending me against my step-father's daily verbal abuse), even with that, I could never stand
tosee my mother cry. I would come outfrom behindmy closed bedroom door and askifshe
was alright.
Yes. I lost my mother. It^s the most terriblefeeling in the world.
1would nod. Apologize. Askif she would like acup oftea. Ifelt better because the
crying would stop but then, after she had gone to bed, my resentment would bloom. We were
like characters in astory my high school English teacher might use to show irony. Iknew
losing amotherwas the most terrible feeling in the world, but try not having much of one at
all, ever. Try having to pretend in your head that your grandmother is really yourmother.
Hope Edelman, in her bookMotherlessDaughxers touches on this invisiable territory.
Victoria Secunda...describes this type ofmothering as a 'sort ofmuteness '
1hemother is physically present butoffers noemotional substance
like the body ofacarwith nothing under the hood. But the daughter
keeps turning the key inthe ignition, hoping that ifshe does it tust ri<»ht
themotormight startupthis time. (86) ® '
Still, it was tough on my mother and she had aright to cry. Idoled out sympatiay
during the waves of depression, though Iprivately resented it. Maybe at the end of this
grieving and Valium-poppingmymotherwould have an epiphany on what it was to be a
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mother. Somewhere inmymindI hadmade thata possibility. I hopedher nurturing would
finally kick on.
Shestayed numb. Theweatherwas warming upandstillshe remained frosty and
distant. Mother cried less,butwas resuming heroldnatural state. A caterpillar whoturned
into asad caterpillar then back into a caterpillar. I had gone tosee a guidance counselor. Skip
was drinking heavily afterwork, cursing me, and mother didnothing, same asalways. Ms.
Millet, awoman with incredibly tired, raccoon like eyes, passed onthefree advice that was to
bemy sole rule to live byuntilI wentawayto college, "Trynot to be homethatmuch."
It was logical, but still it shocked me. That was the solution? Avoidance? I was
insulted by notion—it suggested that I accept that adecent home lifejustwasn't going to
happen. Eat over a friend's house, sleep over when ever possible, work after school, go tothe
library until cuifew, joinaclub. What teenagers normally do-Just beparticularly active about
it. Thegoal would benotto grow buttoavoid a crummy home envirormient. I was todothis
non-home home living for howlong—another fouryears?
I was fourteen and I still had the dream. Iwanted tolive with my grandparents intheir
spacious, no rules-comfortable house. True, itwas only grandfather now. But we got along.
He had anice ritual ofbreakfast and anewspaper. He was one ofthe first people in my life
who encouraged me tovoice my opinions-I could say what Ifelt with grandpa who would at
most give asoft endearing chuckle when he sharply disagreed. We enjoyed each other. And
he would say yes. This man who listened to theAnnie soundtrack year-round would certainly
be my Daddy Warbucks.
Iwas scheming again. I imagined things going sowell over thesummer that
grandfatherwould suggest Istay and go to school there. Iwould have my first job by then.
We would have breakfast together, Iwould awaken to the sounds and smells ofGrandfather
burning then scraping the toast (he cooked everything on HIGH). When Ibrought the news of
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ahigh grade home, he would beam, saying corny things like, "Atta way, baby. You're going
to the top." He would glide his hand upward, a gentle plane.
Problem: How would Iask him? Grandfather, with all his magic, was still a 1950's
man. Family problem? What family problem? It would disturb him terribly to know that his
daughter had mamed arotten man (again) who was abusing his family. In some ways he
knew. No one could see the three of us in operation without knowing something was
seriously askew. But the timing was bad. Grandfather, aresoundingly positive, keep moving
man, was heartbroken. On the weekends he would pickme up from Brooklyn and drive me
back to his house in Long Island, Isaw his eyes well up late at night. He sat in the big,
upholstered and reupholstered rocking chair next to my grandmother's side of the bed,
hstemng to the radio. It was too painful to sleep in that bed by himself. In the end Idecided
nottoslip him anemergency message about home.
Mymother and I had several painful exchanges.
Mother, openyour eyes. You marriedan alcoholic bully, (It was true but then 1said it
in athick, fourteen year snari, there was no compassion in my heart. At that age, you haven't
had that much time tomess up yourself and any adult who wrongs you has arap sheet as long
as repeat felon.)
Bhnk. BhnkBhnk, (I still can't stand her wax face glaze when she wants to shut
something out It has always made me question my reality: Didn't Ijust stay that aloud?)
Mom, didyou hearwhat Isaid? Hello, anybody in there? (I'm getting desperate,
dramatic.)
Yes. Iheardyou. I'm sorryyou andSkip don't have agood relationsMp. But that's
not my fault.
You're my mother. (I choke on the words. 1feel my throat get stuck on the emotion of
the sentence. She's been feeding me that line since Iwas ten.)
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Yes, but you can't expect me to get in-between. (This is when Irealize my mother's
perceptions border on the fairy tale. She is thinking under the assumption that we have a
normal family life. That Skip is areasonable adult, not an unpredictable alcohohc. She
believes Skip wants to be afather, my father. The truth is that he wishes Iwasn't around.
He won't spend apenny on me. Financially, my mother may as well be asingle mother when
it comes to me. She cries poverty then goes on a3,000.00 dollar trip sponsored by Skip. The
money is there, then it isn't. Igo crazy with her selective vision. Iresent the prospect of
having to "avoid home" for four years.
Ihate livinghere. (All teenagers say this. Again, these are dramatic words.
Tomorrow afternoon, on some soap opera somewhere, ateenagerwill shout it at hermother
and stomi out of the room. Mock classical "there's astorm abrewing" music will be piped in
as the mother will crinkle her eyebrows and look into space, deeply disturbed. But Idon't run
out of the room. I'm waiting to see if she takes the bait. Iamafew years older than the last
time I tried this.)
Well, I'm sorry but you don't have much choice. (That's my mother stubborn and
closed. Keep going, I tell myself.)
Why can't Ilive wUh grandfather? At least I'd be happy. He loves having me around.
Absolutely not! (My mother's eyes suddenly focus. No wondering if she's mentally
"m"now. It's just like in the carfouryears ago. When my happiness with her parents
becomes areal possibility, down comes the angry gavel.)
Whynot? Ihateithere. Ican't stand living like this. It'sfinefor you but whyput me
through it?
I'm sobbmg now, spitting the words through arunny nose and wet face. Something
mtemally hates itself for breaking down, ruining the deliveiy ofmy points with acracking
voice and tears.
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Her gaze isunloving. Somehow her ciying makes me feel bad but itnever works in
reverse. Iam looking not at mymother, but ajealous sister. Icannothave abetter relationship
with her parents than she had. And there, just like before, is my disloyalty, spread out before
us both. Ihave no intention of going down with the captain on this doomed family barge. I
want to throw on my dinky life-preserver and swim towards DaddyWarbucks.
Well you have two parents. Why don't you go live with yourfather?
It stings. She knows he has never offered. She knows he gets by with seeing me four
times ayear these days. He lives an hour and ahalf away but it may as well be different
coasts.
Iwalk away. I try to live in that apartment, going home to sleep and to do my chores.
The argument repeats itself, until Icall my mother's bluff. Ishout that Idon't give adamn
where I live, Ijustcan't stand it anymore.
And then my mother is on the phone, dialing and talking to my father. (So it doesn't
bother her after all to have me gone. Just as long as it isn't nice for me.) Afew days pass,
more telephone conversations. More arguments. Itake my chances. Iwill be closer to my
grandfather anyway. My aunts and Iwill go shopping. And Iwould be with my real father,
someone who wouldn't be pulling that "not my blood kid" stuff. Jenn, my best friend, would
be going upstate to be aC.I.T. in an all girls camp, so she wouldn't even be around.
I was going.
» * ♦ » +
When Iwas stillatoddler myfather builtadresserforme. With its deep drawers and
wideframe the bureau was big enoughfor agrown woman. That was myfather's thinking-
build It once, andbuild it right. Iwouldgrow into it, maybe using it untilIwent away to
college.
It was one ofthe things that went with mymother andme after the divorce. As achild
Ineverga^e the bureau any thought. When the blue waterfi-om my brokenmagic eight ball
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pouredover the dresser top and into my underwear drawer, Icaredonlyfor the broken toy.
By early adolescence, as the weekendvisits turned into infrequent, after holiday afternoons, I
began to see the value ofthat bureau. The more Ifelt sad aboutmyfather not caring to see me,
the more I lovedwhat he hadcreatedespecially with me in mind. Iwouldglide my handover
the top afterdusting,feel the smooth calm ofgenerous shellac. There were no airbubbles or
flaws. The handles were brass and lovely-curvyandfeminine and everyday when Ipulled
them open it was like touching proofofmyfather^s love.
There in my bedroom, Iwouldstretch across my bedandstare atmy wooden rectangle
the way somepeople daydream while gazing out awindow. The bottom wasfascinating to the
eye. Itwas carvedout, arching inperfect symmetry at the center where the woodmet in
downwardarrow. Iwouldstudy the left side, then the right lookingfor slip ups. There
weren't any. Imyselfwas never good as making sides match. To this day my Valentine's
heartsare hopelessly lop-sided.
Thefeet ofthe bureaufanned out, elegant, like agoodpairofbrown shoes on afine
Victorian lady. Myfather was mysterious to me. So deep in his alcohol and excuses, who
was this man who also couldbreathefeeling into alifeless object? It wouldhave been better,
maybe, ifthe bureau never existed so its loveliness wouldn't conft-ont me with its daily
assertion thatfather cared. How confusing itwas, the truth versus that bureau.
From far away my father's house looked quaint Aone stoiy yellow ranch house with
white shutters. Even as you came closerand saw the occasional tanka truck or discolored
plastic pail on the front lawn, it only seemed cozy and lived in. It seemed unpretentious, an
average home in average Smithtown, Long Island, about forty minutes from my grandparent's
place in Huntington. Even as you drove up into the gravel driveway and saw the plastic
billowmg from behind the comer of the house you just thought, "Oh, they're adding on a
room" and that would forgive the stapled plastic and old dry wall piled on the side.
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My mother didn't have the guts to drop me off there. No, instead we reverted to the
old neutral zone, my grandparent's house. The first and foremost motivation ofthis
arrangement was that my parents not see each other. Grandmother had always mustered
pleasantness, heartfelt or not, and she would ask my father to come in as Ifound my shoes and
coat.
Now my grandmother was dead but we were still operating by the old set of rules. I
enjoyed adelicious week-end with my grandfather before father pickedme up that Monday
morning. We discussed the newspaper over rolls and eggs. We took awalk along Jones
Beach, stopping to watch people afew people roller-skate around the outdoor rink that played
outdated organ music. He would disappear for afew hours to go golfing and return with a
Chinese apple~an impossibly slow food to eat that was one ofmy most favorites. For this
man, Iwould quit the rebellious act and be the good young woman I.was inclined to be. I
would keep the house neat and be home by curfew. But it wasn't going to happen.
My father was at the door and my heart beat fast. Iget the same feeling before giving a
presentation-about to speak, about to be seen and judged. His bad posture was almost style, I
always thought; adecision not to look on guard and perky. His hello was warm enough.
"Are youready for yoursummer of fun."
It was my own sarcasm, lightly put, coming from my father's lips.
He took my bags and asked, as always, "Where's my kiss hello?" Igave him akiss on the
cheek and it "broke the ice," as usual. Yet, as Ilooked up towards the car, Iinternally froze.
The heads of two small children bobbed up and down. 1could hear the occasional shriek as
one took the toy of the other.
Damon and LeeAnn: my half-sister and brother from Dad's third maniage. Theyweie
five and six and they clung. They demanded. Tliey competed for attention. They were often
quite lovable but for this occasion, the drive to my father's after the being sent away by
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mother, was just inappropriate. How thoughtless ofmy father to bring them along as if as if
he was going to the deli to buy aquart ofmilk. Itried to smile as Iopened the door.
Ijustwanted to be alone with my fatheralittle bit. Iwanted to talk aboutmy mother,
find an aUy who would affirm how difficult it was to live with her. Iwanted him to ask me
questions about school and the music IUked without the interraptions ofaBarbie flying up
from the back seat. My father had yelled at them several times to behave. Every few minutes
they would do the one thing they weren't supposed to do. If it was rolling the windows down,
they would do that until finally there was no point in trying to talk.
Eveiy so oftenmy father would pointedly say to one of the kids, "Let your sister alone.
I'm sure your sisterwill play with you later." as if to incite some sort of sibling pride that was
nowhere in me. Iliked Damon and LeeAnn. How can you not like two kindergarten children?
They thought the world was one big unfolding event. And yet Ihad seen them about ten times
in my life.
Butmy two year old brother back in Brooklyn, Imissed. Maybe because Ispent every
day with him and because Ihad been almost asecond mother to him, Iached for my Dan Man.
Would he look for me while Iwas living at my father's for the summer?
It occurred to me as Iwalked through the door. Ofcouise, there was no room for me.
Ihad only slept over once and that night Ispent on the couch. True, my step-mother Sandy
had tried to make things nice for me. She made sure Ihad bedding and pillows. Sandywas
extremely easy to get along with. To this day,1can never claim that she ever said anything
negative to me. Ifmy being there was an inconvenience to her, she never let it show in front of
me.
Sandywas fundamentally different from mymother. The day when my mother left the
house withoutascrap ofmake-up on wasaday when something was going very, very wrong,
likeadeath. Sandy only wore make up for big events. Ifmy mother wore jeans it had to be
Saturday and the they had to be stylish and tapered. Sandy's jeans were eveiyday Levi's,
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straight with fold lines by herstomach. My mother kept things neat, notimmaculate, but
"picked up." Sandy had no cleaning schedule, admitting without guilt that she was lazy.
Sandy drank diet cokewith chips as we geared up for our favorite soap everyday. My mother
would have done water and apiece offruit. I sometimes wondered how my father could fall
for two very different women. Certainly, somewhere there had to bea link. Later Iwould see
the connection that they both livedwith alcholics and putupwith the life thatwentwith that
choice.
Sandy had a son. Tommy, from her first marriage who was about eighteen. He haH a
room there but was hardly ever home. His door was always closed. Late atnight he would
come inand go straight tohis room. Tommy owned two dozen offensive heavymetal tee-
shirts which he rotated. Late in the morning, he would get up and maIce food which always
seemed tohave ketchup drenched over flie top. Tommy spoke under his breath tohis mother
about my father when he wasn't around. He was not impressed at all with my father but was
always stinging, I felt, from the fact that his real father had walked out onhismother when he
was ababy. Tommy was bitter and sarcastic and Iknew my presence was the height ofthis
family irony. Idid not want his dark, narrow eyes tofall on me with their criticism. I tried to
stay out of Tommy's way.
Tobe fair. Tommy had reason tobe critical. My father was analcoholic and adiabetic.
Mornings, lighting his first cigarette, my father's hands shook severely as ifhe had anerve
disorder. True, even when Iwas small, Isaw him with acigarette in his hand, walking
through the rows ofhis garden during the early morning. He took adrag infrequently, almost
preferring the smeU and presence ofsmokemore than the nicotine. But Ihadn't remembered
theshake or theblood shoteyes.
It was the first time that Inoticed the alcohol, too. Growing up, Ihad never thought
the glass of scotch resting between his legs as he drove as aproblem, just an impressive
coordination trick. He seemed fine. When my dad had been drinking all day, he never called
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me names like Skip, but only became depressed. Down he went into heavy thoughts that
always landed on his pitiful situation-whateverbad thing had happened to him at the time.
The diabetes. How he got stuck being afather so young. The fact that he was had to work as
a"floormanager" at the Fairchild airplane plant rather than aflight tester because ofhis
diabetes. My motherwanting child support. On and on.
In the living room there was asmall hole in the wall the size ofafist. "Oh Igot lost my
temper one night," is all my father had offered for explanation. Iwondered why he hadn't
filled in the spot Was it some kind ofwarning? And how come Ihad never seen this raging
temper? I wondered if this was hisgoodbehavior.
In every room lay an unfinished project Halfof the kitchen cabinets were off,
displaying the spice rack and boxed meals all summer long. The door frame had been striped
of Its wood. Two sides of the bathroom wall revealed diy wall and pipes. The door to the
backyard revealed the half finished porch. You could sit on one side but had tojump to get off
ofIt, smce the stairs had not been completed. My father liked to sit with aScotch and water in
his hand and point to the porch door. Eventually, there would be sliding glass doors. Plastic
covered alarge part of east side of the house. He would knock the window out and build
another room,
Inodded and said that sounded nice. This was my stunned mode. Itook out my
stationary and wrote to Jenn, who was in upstate New York being aC.I.T. for an all girls
camp. Like awoman on the prairie acentury before, Iwalked out to the post box every day to
meet the mailman
Stuck for two months in this unfamiliar suburban town, 1tried to find thinoQ to do.
Certainly my father felt no obligation to entertainme. Never did we spend aday together, "just
the two of us." And it seemed nearly impossible to meet otherpeople my age without school.
Where did the suburban fifteen year teenagers meet, Iwondered, taking alonely walk to a
nearby park.
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Mostly, Icleaned and read magazines. The cleaning part was interesting, since itwas
really not in my blood. Idon't "put away" as Igo. But probably because Ihad no private
space ofmy own, Ibegan to want to make the general areas neat. Every morning Ihad to fold
my cot, whichjust barely fit in the living room's free space, then roll itinto anearby closet.
Sleeping late was neverachoice since the kids got up early and would stand overmy head until
Iopened my eyes. Sometimes they would drop things on me, speeding up the "waking
process." So Icleaned. There was always laundry. Afew dishes. And there was always a
layer ofdirt in the living room. There were no rugs, and for the life ofme the floor always felt
dirty. Icould not walk barefoot without the bottoms ofmy feet feeling the dust which really
unnerved me.
Compared to her own son who barely came home orcontributed tothe household
chores, I looked pretty good to Sandy. "God," she told everyone, "how polite Diana is. And
what ahelp around the house." At least this step-parent liked me, Ithought. At least my father
didn't curse atmeorcritique me.
But Icould hardly stand it, without abedroom to be alone and without agroup of
fnends to escape to. The children were always pulling at my arm. My father was either at
work or somewhere remote, drinking. One day while passing their bedroom when my father
thought the door was shut, Isaw him hunched over ashoe box, rolling ajoint. Just like Skip,
I caughtmyself thinking.
This "other parent" option, the last escape hatch to anonnal family life, proved to be
the same play, just with different actors. Yes, Iunderstood why Tommy didn't respect my
father. Two small children to support and raise, awonderful wife. And there he is, getting
high. Aman of37! It seemed terribly negligent And familiar.
Sometimes Iclosed the bathroom door, sat on the toilet bowl lid, and sobbed quietly
into awad of toilet paper. Ihad run out of possibilities. This home was hideous. Home with
my mother and Skip was also grim. Iwasn't the sort to run away. Ididn't want to live on the
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street or in some wacky group home. Iwanted my grandfather's stability, his easy-going,
"you're going to the top" compliments. It was there, alogical possibiUty.
But never going to happen. Isaw this that summer. This was STUCK; my lot, so to
speak, until adulthood. Ifelt the hole in my head entirely close with the truth. And somewhere
mside me, as if the wish had to find another air way to keep from suffocating, new holes began
to bum.
One mght, late in July, with less than one week to go, Ijoined my father outside on the
half-fimshed porch. He had been drinking but Ididn't care. It was only for his company-as
ifadditional time with himwould give memore clues to work with when Itried to figure him
out back in Brooklyn. We had been quiet for amoment and then he asked.
"Doeshe hurt you?"
Ithought about the time Istayed over Jenn's against my mother's wishes. Ihad come
home the next morning and when Igot into the living room Skip was there. Icould hear the
showerwater on. While tiying to walk into the kitchen, he grabbed me and threw my body
across the room, cursmg furiously and calling me apunk. Ikept chanting "I hate you" the way
they repeat prayers in horrormovies when faced with the devU. Idid not want his possessed
spint to get me. As Ihuddled up against the bookshelf, my mother came out of the bathroom
in atowel, demanding to know what was going on, as ifmy position and torn jacket didn't
speU it out. As if she hadnt heard the thud ofmy body and the venomous swearing that
followed.
Ithought about the weird back rub when Ihad had amigraine two years ago. Skip had
gone up by my bra, almost fondling my breasts before Ipulled away. Itiiought about the
pomographic movies that offendedmy eyes ifIgot up alittle too early, needing to cn,ss the
livmg room to use the bathroom. Ithought about the his daily put downs.
"Well, no dad," Isaid back, "He's just not nice. We don't get along."
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He's just not niceV. Who knows why I lied. Maybe Ididn't want him to know. Why
expose myself to more shame when this guy clearly wasn't going to be my white knight?
"You know, you could stay here, if you want." He mumbled something about adding
on another room. The ice hit against his glass of scotch as he changed positions in his chair.
"Oh, well, thank you, but Imiss my friends. It will be okay. I'm hardly around the
apartment whenschool starts, anyway."
I knew this request was obligatory, something to ease his conscience. Two months
had passed without him working on the potential "addition" to the house. Ifhe had wanted me
there, he would have mademore ofan attempt. Out in the backyard, my litUe sister, LeeAnn,
ranin circles through myfather's garden.
Diana, he called out to her, loud and sure, "Diana, stop stepping on the plants."
"Daddy, I'm LeeAnn." she sang back, giggling, finding the notion silly. I sat facing
him in the dusk, feeling like aghost ofa guilty man,
Oh," he said, looking up at me, trying to cover up his mistake, "that gives you an idea
ofwhat youwere likeat thatage."
Icouldn't find athing to say. 1just laughed without opening my mouth, the final proof
that Ihad been replaced by ayounger version ofmyself having come fully to the surface.
BackmBrooklyn, closing the door to my old bedroom, Isaw that dresser and never
missed my father so much. True, Ihad spent asummer with him, but that wasn't the man who
built my beautiful bureau. That olderman couldn't finish one single building project. His
hands shook too much to produce such symmetrical arches. Damon and LeeAnn had no
handmade dresser to causally say when someone complemented it, "Ohmy fathermade that for
me when I was a baby."
Imissed the my bureau making father. He was entirely gone.
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"I wish we had just told you that your father was going away somewhere very far.
You were young enough. We could have told you that Iwish he had had the courage to be
honest enough toat least admit that he didn't want tobeyour father."
MymotherandI are sitting inher backyard. It hastaken thesunforever to setbut
finally itis gone and we drink homemade ice tea under the uneven light ofbug repellent
candles. Neither one ofus iscrying orangry ateach other. My own coolness amazes me. I
have just told mymother that in college Ihad tried to get back in touch with my father. He and
Ihad phone conversations, Iwas going to school in Baltimore at the time. Ipushed to forgive
him. Itried to stay in the present, keeping things honest but not too deep. My father was
interested the way no other person was that my tub drain was slow to drain and that there
seems to be paint chipping besides. He listed types ofpaint, didn't catch himself and said
that's something he could fix. He had said he would like to come see me and Isaid sure, just
let me know when and 111 tell work I need the weekend off. I waited. At the time Iworked at
amaU shopwhere the managers were always being overly difficult about taking week-end days
off. But Ilet them know. Iexplained (bragging itfelt like to me since Ihad never been able to
claim it before) that my dad would be coming down to see me soon and Iwas going to need a
Saturday and Sunday off. Iwas ready to quit ifthey would not give itto me.
Iwaited. It would be odd to call again since those past couple ofmonths Ihad done
most ofthe calling. Besides, my father said he would get back to me. Itwas in his court.
Clearly. Imade plans about the kinds of places Iwould take him, acrab house, to the
Innerharbor to see all the ships. Iwould buy acoffee maker. Iimagined him going out to his
car and coming backwith tools. He would fix the lingering rumble in my bathroom toilet. He
would suspiciously stare at my apartment door. "Is that supposed to be safe? What kind of
lock is this? Oh no, that's not any kind of decent lock," he would say.
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Months passed. And Ijustknew. I knew how he operated by then and that he had not
changed. Iknew that sure, he could play the part ofmy father in afifteen minute phone
conversation butthat hejust didn'twant thejob.
My mother's eyes are wide with interest Iwonder how often her thoughts slip to my
father. How often does she think about what to think about him? Her last encounterwith the
man was in a comt room when I was ajunior in high school. For the fourth time, she had
taken him to court because he had failed to pay his child support Adeadbeat dad. This new
information is what pushes my mother to say she wished Ihad been told that my father had left
to go someplace far, far away.
I do not tell my mother, oranybody, about the tub. One day, I had about an hour to
spare between classes and work and thought Iwould stop home for a little down time. When I
opened thedoor I had afunny feeling. The cats came out ofthe bedroom tomeet me a bit
shyly. Iwalked forward afew feet and my heart stopped. The bathroom door was closed. I
was the last one to leave that morning and Ihad not left it like that The light was on. Ialways
shut the light out. I was going to run but then I saw abit of the rug on the outside. It was
saturated.
The tub had flooded. Icould see avague boot print in the pool ofwater. Someone had
been in the apartment As soon Irealized this Isaw my nightgown and one ofmy more racy
pairs of underwear resting on top of the toilet bowel cover. Some strangermust have seen
this, I thought, blushing. My orange cat, Joe, rubbed his face against the doorframe,
meowmg towards his litter box which was wading inthe water. John and Iwere livin®
paycheck to paycheck so our total supply of towels numbered four. Igrabbed them and began
trying to absorb as much water as possible. Water began to come up through my shoes. I
flung them across the room and let my stocking get wet Itook offmy dress and walk-ran
back and forth between the kitchen and bathroomwith pots and pan.
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The phone rang and Istarted to cry. 1swallowed and picked up the phone, tried to at
least sound neutral. It was my landlord Greg, who, as John and Ihave always said, is the
most laid-back guy aperson could have for alandlord. He was apharmacist and had bought
this small apartment as an aside investment. Although he probably looked forward to our $350
monthly rent check, he hardly needed it too buy food or pay the electric bill.
This time he was more alert, but still not angry. Iapologized profusely. Honesty, at
least ofasort, poured out ofme. Iexplained that since we had been late last month with the
rent Ididn't feel right saying anything about the tub. He in turn, was truthful too. He knew
the tub pipes were in bad shape. Greg did make me feel bad though. We lived on the second
floor. Our bathroom was right over part of the main hallway. The building custodian had
noticed awater stain and now Greg would have to pay for repairs. Istood there with my
stockings wet, in my underwear, holding agiant Tupperware bowl. Someone would be by
tomorrow morning to check itout Ihad apaper due the next day. Ihad to work until 9:00
p.m.
And now Ihad to straighten out the apartment-i.e. don't leave underwear lying about
Ikept moving-I had had bad days before and Iknow this was the secret to surviving them. 1
calledwork andmethodically told them what was happening and that Imight be late. Idrained
enough water out of the bathtub and brought the kitty litter out Ifed the cats. On the edge of
my futon, Iwaved ahair dryer over my stocking feet Ithrew my dress on and left
That was It Hnal. No way was my father getting asecond chance. What had Ibeen
thinking? The hole in my thinking that had suddenly been opened forachance for my father to
show love closed soundly, as if by cement.
* * * ♦ »
Iam suTjrised my body has not chosen fevers as its illness expression. Other than the
aches and chills, Ihave always found the altered state ofmind afever can bring interesting.
Instead, Ihave gas. And holes, holes, holes. On my ovaries. In my stomach. In my foot
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when abad infection had to be cut ouL With some people, itis growths, or an organ.
Shakespeare always centered on the spleen. There are the asthmatics, with their "can't breathe
inthis atmosphere" metaphorjustbegging tobe plucked.
I have nothing extra to be removed. Ihave nothing missing. But my skin, orfabric is
thin. Thin-skinned? Or there is something so strong, so acidic that itcan bum through the
layers ofmy being to produce small windows. Icould turn the illness around and around,
making the holes the work ofa "disappointment" parasite.
Instead, I have learned to respect their presence. Imerely know, "I once had ahole in
my head but then Iclosed itso completely that now holes appear onmy body, arecord and
memory." Imay not want to go down "memory lane" but my body will not lie to itself.
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Body Parts
I don't eat meat. It's not for religious reasons or noble ethical concerns aboutthe
cow's quality of life. It'sa veins and bone thing. I remember trying to eat a chicken drum
at theage of four. It was near Christmas and my grandmother was trying to coax meinto
"three more bites." "Santa's watching to see who's good and bad." I had looked up,
trying to see past the darkness ofthe dining room window. Where? Where exactly was
he? Did he see what Iwas seeing? "Grandma," Iasked, turning my wrist up and finding
a small purple vein. "Is this thesame asthat?" I pushed thedrum stick, itsown small
vein hanging from the bone, towards her. "Just eat three more bites ofyour vegetables,"
she said.
Growing up, I was always spending weekends at my grandparents and sometimes my
cousin Sherry would stay too. This made the fantasy ofmy grandparents becoming my
parents more exciting~I could pretend Ihad asister as well. We were both the only child
and so the two days we spent together provided just the right dose ofsibling practice we
craved.
Grandma and Grandpa had apool. APool. Having this "easy access" to apool as
a child was mcredible good fortune. It was better than any toy and when I think about the
giddiness Sherry and I felt pulling on abathing suits and running outside to it, I
understand one thing: water makes children silly. We compared underwater head stands
and somersaults. We played Marco-Polo. And then, when we were really warmed up,
we acted out scenarios using the whole back yard, and ofcourse, the pool. The four foot,
above ground circle was the thing we pretended to drive around. The deck was bedroom
and kitchen. The dog. Bear, ifhe was unlucky enough to be around-a horse. Sometimes
we would just drift together, arms roped around either side ofthe big black mbe, sharing
secrets. We told what we knew-from boys that we liked to more serious things like the
gossip about one ofmy aunts, Laura. Was it true that her first boyfriend had gotten her
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pregnant and gone to prison? We tried to imagine what he had done, spuming around
our hair, two shades ofred, mine darker. Sherry's strawberry blonde, floating on the
surface of the water.
And then there would be the jingle. Many writers have tried todescribe the ice
cream truck frenzy. The sound of its ringing, the radar children use to try to distinguish
how close and what street the truck would come down next. Sherry was good on her feet.
I always heard the bells and stood still, waiting for the reality to become more real.
Sherry would be out of the pool, screaming to grandmother for money, telling me to
check out front. Even though she was ayear younger, Sherry was better about being in
the moment and Iadmired that. It felt reassuring. By myself, Idoubted my position in
worid, with Sherry, there was no uncertainty. She would keep me afloat. We would be
fine.
Operation Ice Cream asuccess, we toned our Italian ices upside down and
continued scraping them on the front porch. The brick steps were hot but our bathing
suits were still dripping from the pool. Ilifted up my foot to and turned it up for
consideration.
My mother sfriend knows awoman who had her feet read. You know, all the
lines on your feet mean somethmg. The foot reader said the friend's kidneys were bad
and three months later she died." That was my job, to bring up really weird stuff. Further
discussions on unexplained phenomenon led us to agree that Sheny and Iwere both
deeply psychic. It was so riveting and spooky that Iwould get achill from time to time.
My hands were so cold from the ice, but my feet were too hot to put firmly on the sunned
porch. Asingle drop ofwater would run down my leg that was warmer than the skin
under the bathing suit. How warm was I? At lease six different temperatures from head
to foot. Sherry told me she felt it too and Iwas relieved. We went back in the tepid pool,
our eyes becoming cloudier. We both fek it, saw the fihn ofwhite over the world. The
doppleganger of each other's bodily condition, one ofus would say, "My cheeks hurt
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from laughing somuch," aswe chrabed into the big guest bed atthe end ofthe day. "Me
too," the otherwould truthfully chime. Thatnight I went to bedwithout fear of the dark,
planning our double wedding, double fame. Our babies would both have "M" names. Or
rhyme. May/Fay, Martha/Molly
I was waiting for the doctor tocome back. My legs had turned toa splotchy
purple color in thedrafty examining room. The nurse facing metried tomake small talk.
Am 1almostdone with mydegree? Is my boyfriendfrom outEast, too? The doctor came
back with a book like a photo album. "Okay, now here's regular endometriosis. You see
the cysts, there and there." I had never thought ofabody part as having apuiple, bulbous
attachment. The ovary itselflooked raw andpink. The cystlooked likeit had been
caused by a bum. Dr. Lawler flipped through a few more pages, nodding his head.
"This is A-typical endometriosis. You have more ofahole. Now it's not too big. not
enough to remove the ovary. Let's try afew more weeks ofdoubling up on the pill." My
eyes began to well. We had ah-eady done one month of"double birth control." Ihad my
period twice and spotting in-between that. What kind ofschedule was this? I kept
hearing the word inmy head "atypical" and felt suspicious. I walked and I hurt. I woke
up with it, the slight low bulging and ache. Everyday was day one or two ofmy period.
Itwas sounsettling not to have apattern. I craved for someone else's medical
story to match my own. I had never brought the gas up in casual conversation, that is
something people don't mention like, "Boy, you know this back is really killing me."
You can't do that with gastrointestinal problems. In our culture, gas is either abawdy
joke or arepulsive and impolite. But this, this was cramps, my menstrual cycle and most
women had their own story to tell.
Before class one day, Cindy, an acquaintance who sat in front ofme in aliterary
research semmar, remembered that Ihad vaguely complained of abad period the week
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before and asked. Her brown eyes blinked, waiting. I took a chance. As other people filed
into seats around us, I put the textbook face down, as if so academia couldn't hear.
"Well," I talked lower, "actually it's endometriosis, butsupposedly it'snotso bad.
Supposedly, there are a couple ofholes. They have me doubling up on the pill."
"What?!" Cindy squinted her eyes and shook her head. Class was beginning. "I've
had some stuff like that," she said, "and I never heard ofthat. Let's talk during break."
We did. Some "stuff like that" was actually an ovary that had to be removed atthe age
ofthirteen. "You can probably tell by looking atmy face that I have really bad acne. That's
from some sort ofhormone imbalance. Iwould never go near the Pill though. There's so
much breastcancer in my family."
"Yes, sometimes Iwonder about those small print warnings. Ijusthaven't heard of
anyone elsedoing this. Myperiod is allovertheplace."
I bet it is." Itwas comforting just to talk about it, to drop the graduate student
pretension. But still, no one ever said, "Me too," to this method of treatment, to the holes.
Searching for amedical doppelganger, Ibegan to disclose more information about my physical
condition-I even began mentioning the bad digestion. During aslow Friday afternoon. Ihad
let itslip to my boss, Sharon, that Ididn't know what "a normal body" felt like anymore. She
pulled up achair, the one the other secretary usually sat in. In an hour, Sharon explained how
she had had arare form of cancer that had cost her both ovaries. She took honnone pills
everyday. Itcould come back anytime. That's why she never ate very sweet stuff and took
meticulouscare to stay "balanced."
The histories fanned out ofthe woman around me-it was like that, afan of
information. Folded out then snapped shut. On the surface the women aroundme operated in
the realm of the healthy, never seeming preoccupied with growths, ovaries, or looming breast
cancer. But then, if you opened the door, so to speak, many women had or were presently
experiencing some complicationwith their reproductive system.
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So why wasn't it instant knowledge? Why was it that when Dr. Lawler had shown me the
holes in my ovary, I didn't have a mental subheading ofwhat that was about? I've never
had diabetes butI know the basics. The same formigraines, high blood pressure, heart
disease, varicose veins, backproblems. Were wealljustwaiting silently for another
woman to give us thesecret handshake, the coded message ofhaving "female problems?"
I was standing inmy grandmother's light as she was trying to catch a spider. Oh
Diana, 1think we lost itfor good. Owait. There! My grandmother was trying to trap the
bug and putit outside. She wouldn't kill spiders. Itwas anold superstition from herown
mother. The general idea is thatyou shouldn't kill something that does good work-
spiders eat the bugs that eat the garden. Soon we would go out tothe back yard inour
nightgowns, taking our spider our inaplastic cup. We would leave it inthe wet grass
andwalk away. I got the lesson, "The good ones will be spared."
I'm aprettygoodperson. Iwas desperately taking to God inmy head again-this
time from abathroom stall during the encore ofclassical pianist Awadagin Pratt. John
andI hadmoved once to geta better seat and because of thesmell factor. We had almost
awhole area toourselves. Then, at the last minute, someone sat down right behind us. I
ahnost wanted to turn around and explain tothis stranger that their time would beruined
by having to smell me. Iwonder why Inever do. It seems like an odd first thing to say
to someone. The whole audience had stood up in the end. There were even acouple of
"bravoes" from the Iowa audience which meant more than a few spirits were moved.
Everyone wanted alittle bonus playing time. They all clapped until Pratt came back on,
while I mumbled ameeting place to John, then darted.
I'm agood person. So why is God, yes, I'll say it, why is God doing this to me?
My sobs echoed in the bathroom. It was interesting to hear the sound ofmyselfapart
from me-like some other woman was also dressed in her best black dress and crying her
eyes out in the bedroom, too. Iwanted to enjoy the music with everyone else. Instead, I
felt ashamed. What diet regimen hadn't I followed strictly enough? Was Iguilty of
having stress? What? What? Answer me. God, what's the damnpoint, because I'm not
getting it.
I cook meat. It doesn't bother me to cook it. John likes it. I could preach but I
myselfhate when someone decides to enlighten me to their "thoughtful" way oflife. The
rest ofthe world seems to like the taste ofmeat~who am Ito go on acrusade? People
think it's weurd to be able to fty up something Iwould never even consider eating. Just
the thought makes something internal turn away and flinch. Ijust detach. It isn't the
chicken with the vein by its leg bone, but "chicken" the thing John likes to have on the
side ofvegetables and rice.
There should be more explanation, I know. It is my job as awriter to clear this
up. Not many vegetarians would fiy up aburger for their meat-eating loved ones.
Instead, I can only tell the reader my odd exceptions to cooking meat.
1. There can be no bone. I cannot get over the fi:ail rib cage under the chicken's
breast The white arch around araw piece of steak makes me light headed ifI stare at it
long. John cooks all his own meat with bones in it. Idon't remember ever talking to him
about it. It's just understood.
2. Idon't like to put meat in soup, even ifI'm not having any. The idea behind
that rule is that the meat can't be hiding in the food. Iknow, strange. Ifthe meat is on the
plate It has to be mplain vision. It can be mixed in with things, just as long as it isn't
covered. Although, separating the meat makes me feel better, as if reaffinning there is a
difference the thing that came from the animal and the things that felt no pain.
3. It has to be seasoned and dressed up alittle. John is always telling people that
Iprepare meat the best out ofeveryone he knows. It's true, Itake time with it.
Sometimes Imarinate stir fiy steak in Worcestershire sauce and add dash ofwine. But
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the herbs are the most important. It's like the rehgious rites. Ifeel alittle like God.
sprinkling the dead body with layers ofdry green leaves.
I test myselfnow. "Think about bringing apiece ofmeat towards you mouth." 1
instruct my imagination. The salvia in my mouth goes fiinny and my neck becomes tight.
Ifeel hke my teeth might do what my cat's did the week Ihad to give her apill. They had
clamped down so tight, the maneuver became atwo person job. Iget achill. God. it's so
awiiil.
Maybe, that's it. I'm testing, or proving myself. The act ofeating meat makes me
sick. It feels like an odd sort of cannibalism-eating, not another person, but abeing with
aims and legs who feels pain and pleasure. Most vegetarians have an air ofahnost
superiority about them. They have seen the truth and the illogical thinking of the human
carnivore's way. I've seen some in action. It's never an inappropriate place to give a
lesson. Me, Ifek like aworse person. Somehow, Ihad the nerve to reject something the
rest of thegroup did with ease, even ritual.
And isn't cooking meat, in some primitive way, my job as awoman? The man
brings it home, the woman prepares it. Ofcourse, like many women ofmy generation, I
grew up on take-out more than homemade. There is aten block radius in my old
neighborhood in Brooklyn which will forever know me as TTie Little Take Out Girl. I
had no problem with that. Good for my mom. But could Ideny how John's compliments
filled me up? "This is great. You did it again, babe. This chicken is great."
Ialways wondered about chicken...why doesn't the meat have another name?
Cow has beef, steak. Fish is like chicken but with fish we tend to say the type-flounder,
halibut. With chicken is only gets worse as you try to describe it. Wing, breast, thigh. '
Drum stick, that's the best we can do to cover the identity up. That's the piece everyone
always tried to sell me on as akid. But even after afew bites, Iknew what Iwas eating
hadnothing to dowith music.
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What hashappened tome andmy body? Iwas staring at theiace white curtains ofmy
noimal seventeen yearoldroom. Shocked and wide-eyed and still. Some friends had picked
mybest friend and meup after work atHaagen Daas. Itwas after midnight bythe time we
locked the heavy glass doors. Our boss had a motto: we don't close until the last customer is
out. On this steamy Saturday night in Brooklyn, everybody cameout for a walk. The shift
had been long- First there had been the after work crowd, then theon-the-way-to-visit-
someone people (theybought mostly cakes), thepre-teens and theyoung families with their
screaming babies would start filing inaround seven, then theteenagers, dates, drunken
teenagers. Anyone who came after11 was grab bag. They usually wanted a halfdozen shakes
(each shake took about three minutes to make). We hurried dirough our chores-mopping and
filling the topping trays. Iwas suddenly excited about not going right home.
Jenn had been talking me into itall night. Rick, anice looking (charming and he knew
it) guy that worked with us, would be there. How would that look, she said, if she just went
by herself? She sort ofliked him but her older sister Patty had wamed that "He liked to play
around." I pointed outthatthere would beother people there. She didn't want towalk home
alone. Okay, okay. I hated home anyway.
Teenagers in Bay Ridge drank in two places: in the homes ofkids whose parents were
away and at the park. The park was about three long avenue blocks down. It spanned around
thirty blocks wide, from 65th to97th and rapped around Narrows River. You could see the
Verazono Bridge from wherever you stood. We usually hung out just outside the park, on the
endless benches. Kids got caught there all the time. But Inever did. Itwasjustlucky I
supposed.
There were about seven ofus. Rick had brought afriend with him, aCatholic school
boy from St. Pius. This is one of my best friends, Paul. He's going to college tomorrow.
We're trying to send him off right, so be good to him." Rickjiggled the paper bag full of beer
in his arms. Paul looked like Rick's less cool but loyal friend. He shook my hand and I
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noticedhis pudgy, tannedhands. Evenin themiddle of August my handswere cold. I
made myself let go ofhis. He had brown curly hair made him look cherubic.
I wasveryinterested in Paul—it was more thanhis bodytemperature. It washis
"going to college status." Ever since theguidance counselor had toldmefreshman year
to stayawayfrom home asmuch as possible, I hadcounted the days when I could leave
for college. Now, one year away, Iwas edgy. Home had gotten measurably worse. My
step-father was going into my room when I wasn't home. He was going into my room
when I wasn't home, taking things like a shirt that had fallen onto thefloor (Iwas too
messey) and pouring whatever was leftinthe cups I hoarded onto my bedding and floor.
I alwayshad a fewglasses in there, so much did I loatheto be in the same roomwith him
and his alcholic anger. Mother worked late. Forme, "college" was synonymous with
"newhome"; it hadnothing to dowith learning.
Never mind my nerdy red tee-shirt with the words "Haagen Daaz" over my chest,
I wanted to make Paulmy fnend. I liked him. He probably didhavea lot of fnendswho
were girls. He was sweet, not dangerous or intense. I absent-mindedly found myself
checking his waist line-not exactly chunky, kind ofthick though. I imagined that I
could out run him. Maybe this nice guy Paul would write me letters from college.
Between thefirst andsecond beer, Paul pulled outa small silver flask.
"Mymother's peppermint schnapps."
"You're kidding me," I said, slightly loosening up "You swiped your mother's
schnapps and you actually have a flask? Afraid the prohibitionist are going to get you,
Mac?"
Paul chuckled under his breath, bringing his lips very close to my ear, "It's agift
from Rick. I'm trying to like it." He imscrewed the top and swallowed.
"Want some? You don't exactly look like a beer drinker."
Iaccepted. He was right, Ididn't like beer. He put his arm around me. Usually I
didn't let boys get that close to me. Iwas always on guard. Three out ofthree times I let a
boy touch me Ihad been drunk. And even then Ihad "fled the scene" when Mr. Unluck>'
had reached for the bra hook.
There was abreeze coming offthe water. The lights from Staten Island we doted
along, soft and white. I shivered. He feh my cheek.
"God, girl, doesn't your body know it's summer. You're freezing."
Oh Paul," Itold him with asigh as ifIhad known him for years, "I'm always
cold,"
And he had kissed me. Ihad known him two hours. Someone had brought a
radio. Santana was playing. They were in the middle of one oftheir long guitar refrains.
The beat ofthe music spun around, taking my concentration away. Where was it. that
stupid nervous inner voice ofmine-thinkthinkthink? Iwas tired ofbeing on guard.
Tired oftaking care ofmyself. Igave up. No, this isn't what Iwanted. But I liked
having this waimman'sarmaround me.
Our group got bigger. We took up more benches. People Ivaguely recognized
from school were there. Every so often people came by to say hello to Paul, wish him
good luck. Istayed there, the cool stranger. Jenn would come by every so often to check
on me. She was sticking it out, tiying to see ifRick liked her and some other girl had
shown up.
When Paul didn't want to kiss me, Iasked hhn questions about college. Istill
wanted his friendship. Iwanted the occasional thoughtfiil letter from him about Catholic
University. Even as he pushed the last ofthe Schnapps on me, Itried to relax. God, what
am Iwonying about? He's going to aCatho/ic college. He's not exactly atattooed punk.
Jemi announced she wanted to go home. Paul still hadn't asked for my address.
However, he didn't want to say good-bye yet. So instead ofthe private chatter Jemi and I
had after such areviling social evening, Jemi was silent as Paul held my hand. Poor Jenn
Ithought, it was too bad that she had to be the third wheel. Why did it matter so much
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that this stranger care about me? Jenn said good-bye tome atthe usual point, 75th and
3rd, one block away fromeachof our apartment buildings.
"Paul, I have togonow." I waited. He walked with me tomy building.
Grabbing me by the waist, he brought me forward, kissing me harder than before. My
balance was totally dependent on him.
"I wish you weren't going tomorrow. 1really like you." This was my anempt to
be honest, as ifitwould break the spell ofwhat was happening. Imethodically found key
to the vestibule doors. He walked in with me. Against the stakwell his body suddenly
covered me, feeling me quickly, as if collecting a quick survey ofmy body parts.
This was passion? Iwanted this nice boy to kiss me at the door once. Then days
later, when he couldn't stop thinkmg ofthe channing young woman he had met and
had found so engaging, he would ask for my address through Rick.. Less than a week
later I would receive aplay by play account ofhis first weeks atcollege.
I pulled away, told him I was afraid someone was going to open their door and
see. He rubbed my cheek.
"I live onthe third floor in3F...with my parents," I offered, lost. I slid down
against the wall. I couldn't tell which was worse, eyes open and dizzy, eyes closed and
spinning.
"Can you walk?" When he asked he looked less cherubic. Acherub losing his
patience.
"I can crawl, but it's not much worth crawling to." I thought this highly ironic and
laughed under my breath. Paul was stronger than Ithought. He scooped me up and held
me tightly by the waist. In-between landings he stopped and fondled me. I felt numb.
This wasn't right. Going home wasn't right either. We reached my floor. I swallowed. I
just couldn't pretend anymore that Iwas anormal person. It was the worst timing in the
world.
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"I can't stand home. Itwould just kill me to have to go inside now. Could you just
take me tothe roof?" Imeant could he justpick me up like he had before and deposit me there.
I often went up on the roof inthe day time with alawn chair (tar beach) and during a
summer nightit wasoneof the fewplacesin thecityyoucouldcatcha nicebreeze. It was
quiet and away from things. Some ofthe older ladies in the building hung their laundry up
there. One of the ladies, Mrs. McGuire, a widow, stopped to chat with meoften. Shewas
spreading the word around the building that Iwas a really lovely young lady, always pleasant,
helping out the family, reading a book.
When we got up there, I asked for a lawn chair. When my new friend didn't get me
one, I sank down, using his legs as a balance. He said nothing. I kept my eyes closed and
thenI felt the back ofmy head hit thefloor.
On my back, pinned down. Itwas like being ina strong current underwater but I could
breathe. The pudgy hands were still there but they no longer had atemperature. This person I
hardly know kept trying for sex, roughly, trying to get inside ofme but the coordination was
off. He panted "come on" low, with ahint of anger in his voice. He said Iwas so strange,
like itwas a turn on. And then, unsuccessful, he just stopped.
Paul zipped his pants up. I felt for my shirt. It was like some big joke. Just another
high school kid, working asummerjob at an ice cream parlor. Ifelt aquarter on the floor.
Maybe he haddropped it.
"Did you drop yourmoney?" I said, holding the quarter.
You keep it," he said coldly. Istill needed him to help me down two flights of stairs.
Paul, good luck in school," Ifinished as ifwe had just spent apleasant plane ride
together. "Don't worry, you'll do just fine."
My mother grounded me when Istumbled through the door. Itwas over two hours
past curfew. Fine. Fine. Punish me, Ijust want to get into my bed. And by the way Ihate
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you. I said it all in one level,devoidofmuchenergy. I wasn'tsure if I had evensaid it aloud.
I was glad to be grounded for a month.
That next morning I peeked under the covers, under the Haagen Daaz work tee-shirt I
was still wearing. There were little bruises all over me, small dark ones on my breasts. Iwent
toturn in toward the wall because Iwas about to cry and wanted no one, spirit orotherwise, to
know. AsI brought my legs together, my eyes fell open again, asinstant asa doll's. The sore
bum between my legs was a shock. Ifelt bad, rotten for my body, like itwas separate from
myself. I knew this situation was complicated, something to do with wanting affection and
really messing it up.
1waited for thebruises tofade. I wanted toforget the flesh that I saw that was mine.
Itwas ahalf eaten, then forgotten body. The quarter was on my dresser.
So, are you still not eating meat?" Sherry asks me when I tell her, vaguely, that my
digestion has been giving me trouble again. Itis so good to hear her voice. Iwonder why we
don't talk at least once aweek. For asecond I try to imagine Sherry, tres New York, coming
to Iowa for a visit
I laugh low. Humor is necessary when you're the black sheep of the family. It's been
overadecade since Igave up eating "my fellow creatures" and still they ask, forever waiting
for the fad to be over.
Imactually thinking about buying adude ranch. Grow my cattle right there...since I
live in cattle country now. Idon't know though. Would John feel obligated to become arodeo
clown? Would he have to call me littl'Missy?
"That's optional. But you'dhave to leam to ride a horse."
"What's that sound?"
"Oh that's my cat She has alitter box fetish. Shell stay in there for ahalf hour ifwe
don't pull her out of there."
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We laugh remembering grandma's cats-Maggie with the crooked, actually
crinkled ear. That wasn t the end ofMaggie's woes though. No, her tongue was
apparently a little totlong so when she was atrest it stuck out justa little. And then there
was Patches, always chasing after nothing, hallucinating, we finally decided. I consider
telling Sherry about what's really going on with me-how Istay away from people at
night because ofthe gas. Iwant to tell her about the endless slew ofdoctors, how Idon't
care about graduate school anymore. But I don't.
"So have you picked abride's maid dress yet?" Sherry asked.
"That's one ofmy other identities lately; bride-to-be. The world of registry and
china, dresses and floral arrangements. Itis an endless dimension ofmaterial fluff that
everyone, including me, likes to talk aboutonce in a while.
"Well, I do have afew picked out. I see a lot that I like but then I think 'Will that
look good on everyone?"
"Trying to find adress that won't look make me look like acow, huh? Good
luck. Just give me amoo-moo with asatin sash and send me on my way."
I fimible. Sherry says this jokingly but it has to hurt. She is under five feet tall
and over sixty pounds overweight. The entire family gossips about her size. She has
such apretty face" status. I try to meet her in "You think your body is so bad"
camaraderie.
"Howwould you like to be two entire different sizes? On the top I'm forever
Little Junior Miss. On the bottom, I'm hips woman. Pear shaped, really."
Icould tell her ofmy digestive nightmare, ofhow Ifeel so detached from my
body. Icould confess about the night Iwas drunk and molested. What other experiences
was Ihiding from the world? It would be nice to crawl in grandmother's big guest bed
vnth my cousin, sharing secrets and cherry licorice strings. We would pour out the
volumes ofour life experiences-just throw them out into the light. And then when we
were empty ofthe shadows we would sleep.
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But Sherry is no longer like a sister ormyphysical doppleganger. Like someone
who has known me a long time? Yes. Afamily member? Yes. Yet our lives are very
different. While I am considering the nuances ofa sestina. Sherry is cutting hair and
doing nails at The Lemon Tree. Howwould she understand!my guilt for taking forever
with graduate school? After a year ofnursing school she had pulled out, plainly telling
everyone it wasn't for her. I imagined Sherry standing in front of a crowd of hairdressers
and women with curlers and treatments in their hair. "And did I tell you~my cousin has
this really bad farting problem?!"
I mentallyblock out what is emotionally vuhierable. Onenever knowshow
someone will react to a physical condition that issooften a bawdy joke. And would I
make Sherry uncomfortable? What if she stays silent, orgets offthe phone fast and acts
weird the next time I see her? She would tell her boyfriend and he would make jokes
about it whenevermy name cameup.
Sherry and I stay onthe surface ofthings. We enjoy each other's humor still.
When I get offthe phone, I go through the ritual ofgetting ready for bed. Itoccurs to me.
while I am making ahorrible face in the mirror as I brush my teeth, how smpid Ihave
been. I see Sherry, the adult version walking around the last family ftmction-
Thanksgiving. Wasn't she having her own problems vidth her body and with food? My
aunts had caught her reaching for seconds and glanced at each other not so secretly and so
Sherry had changed her mind abruptly, almost dropping the serving spoon in mid-air. I
imagined her pretending not to hear the degrading comments some teenage boys might
make as she passed them in the mall. Hadn't she also slipped from the fold of desirable,
pleasing women? Our bodies had betrayed us, but we were, each in our own way,
walking with the rest ofthe crowd, actually as ifeverything was normal when in fact we
were stunned. Iwas sure, call it an educated guess, that Sheny sometimes woke up in the
middle ofthe night with insomnia, wondering where her other, pre-adolescent, pre-
obesity body was.
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Haveyou ever had any sexual traumas? Any bad experiences? What!? Ijust
came in for my yearly pap smear. "Well, it's just that you really tensed up," the doctor
says and it's not the first time I've heard it. I get nervous when doctors come near me
with instruments. The waiting to be touched is unnerving. Will it hurt? I always want to
take my body away from the exposure. I lie and say no. Like an animal who gets mean
when you go near its hurt leg, Iprotect what's psychologically broken and try to play the
part of the HealthyYoimg Woman.
John and Iare watching the "local-yokel" six o'clock news. There is a"hog lot"
cover story on, the kind that used to send John and me into culture shock when we first
moved to Iowa. They show the fanner move mto the bam with his pigs. And they all
scurry away from him. Run. My eyes bulge with alarm. Something inside me meets
their reaction with recognition. Ofcourse they're afraid ofthis man; he isn't kind to them
and ultimately, he's going to kill them.
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White Coats and the Abdominal Woman
So, this is what has happened to tne. Iam sitting on the edge ofmy bed in my
underwear, head empty. For the life ofme, I canVfigure what Vm supposed to do next. Put
onjeans, brush my teeth, look out the window? The lotion container in my hand brings me
back. Oh, Vm taking care ofmy skin. IVs Saturday and there is no need to rush. I bend back
upfrom rubbing cream into my ankles thatfelt so hardandunappreciative. There's an ache in
my back. Myposture has gone to shit. As pain has risenfrom just over my groin to just under
my ribs, the spine has been lenient andprotective. Ithas letme bend inat the middle while
talking my shoulders into acollaborative effort. Icontinue with the lotion, into my arms, iVs
not that my bodyfeels like a stranger's, just that we both have other things on our mind. I, the
one inside the body, is waitingfor ANANSWER, adoctor with agood idea, a cure. My body
isholding outfor BALANCE, it ishungry tofeel NORMAL. The two meet inodd
understanding. Iimagine two women sitting inabusy train terminal. They have entirely
dissimilar interests and lives. Andyet they are comfortedby each other'spresence, a little less
alone inthe world. We share the waiting in silence.
Still, as the two are transposed into one, there is an uneasiness. Ithink ofLady
Macbeth's command, "unsexme now." When Ihadheard itfor thefirst time in high school
there hadbeen snickering. The teacher hadbeen brave. What you do think LadyMacbeth
means? We hadguessed that she wanted to run awayfrom herfemininity. But now the words
returned out ofcontext andIgot anew take. Unsexmenow: take me aboutfrom this
perversion ofthe sensual world. When Iam touchedIdon't want tofeel hurt. Iwishtobe
above, or betteryet, awayfrom thefeeling.
I dreamtof mydoctor-
Like most women who can get away with wearing aTeen Spirit training bra, in my
sensual dreams Iusually have an "ample bosom" and amjust about to fall out of some
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camisole. But not in this one. I'm dressed. Sitting up on the doctor's table, Ilet my stocking
feet swing comfortably. It is just like when Dr. Johnson has finished feeling my abdomen. I
sit up and he gives me his verdict. Testing. Concern. Dismissal. In the dream he doesn't
talk. 'We are eye to eye as he approaches me. Just as we kiss Ifeel his hand graze over my
upper abdomen, beginning where the ulcer is and continuing to the back. Ifeel like he
understands some secret. Itouch his cheek, run fingers across his lips. And that's it.
It was 2.33 a.m. in July and Iwoke up chilled. The air conditioner had been on HIGH
all night. 1got up to shut it off and couldn't help but notice my innocent love, atrusting
mound under the summer blankets. Ifelt bad for having the dream and even guiltier for having
deep satisfaction from the lingering feeling that stayed with me as Ibegan to come out ofsleep.
It was that sense that made me replay the dream again to fall back to sleep.
Iwas afraid the next day. Dr. Johnson was amarried man and my doctor, aperson I
had spent little over an hour with total. And Iwas an almost married woman.
For the past year Ihave tried to look chronic illness in the face to see its features, the
steps one's goes through. There is first the noticing-the "ouch that hurts, gee that doesn't feel
right" stage. Then comes the worrying, the denial, more wony, tijen scheduling adoctor's
appointment, the actual visit, atest, another visit, maybe shades ofan answer ormaybe no
answer at all. In between doctor's appointinents are the trips to the library to find out more
about whatever you have. One finds it necessary to establish asuccinct summaryofthe
illness-tiie level ofdetail dependent upon who you are talking to, how much time they have
and how much they really want to know. At some point one's mind starts to sort friends and
loved ones according to their ability to be compassionate. Ipersonally have another list of
friends who have been to Illness the Place. These are ti,e friends you hang on to which leads
me to another stage. Even abest friend can seem strangely remote. In fact, at times it seems
like you are working on one principle (from sickness to health) while the rest of the world is
concentrating on another (from goal to job accomplished). Ireplay the curt way the nurse
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responded to me when Ireminded her ofmy prescription. They recall snips arude co-worker
made at astaffmeeting. Oh, you too, have ajob-ifs just that it doesn't consume your
thinking time. Aperson with amutating illness is too busy trying to turn facts around to see
the one thing the doctor missed. Small things, agood day with my digestion that allows me to
go see aplay with afriend, can bring great satisfaction. Too much satisfaction. At some
juncture aperson with along tenn illness feels her standards for happiness dive. It is a
blessing and acurse. This is the way Iused to feel if Ijust turned in afinal paper or observed
a newraiseon a pay stub.
Isense that each of these stops must confront anybody with alife-impairing ailment that
stays around indefinitely. However, it was not until Ihad began dreaming about my doctor
that Iti^y knew Iwas "in deep" with this thing. Iprivately pressed my lips togetiierand
wondered not ifmy mental health had slipped during the night, but by how many notches had
it had fallen.
*****
Yes. Iwas scared. Iwas in my first year of graduate school and Ididn't want to be sick. I
hadadeep feeling that my life plan was altering. My eyes went wide and Igot that feeling in
my chest the way Iwould growing up when adoctor announced Ineeded blood work. Ihad
only been sent to aspecialist once in my life, an ears, nose, and throat guy. And that had been
no suiprise-I had strep throat and ear infections eveiy year before then. But this, this
transference from ordinary doctor to one who concentrated on the more exotic stuff, as Dr.
Patterson had put, was fast.
Three weeks before Ihad done it. Ihad walked into the Student Health Center the
students lovingly coined StudentDeath. There in the waiting room with afew fake hanging
plants and flushed looking undergraduates. 1had plopped down my knapsack and filled out the
forms. The top parts were easy-I^st Name. First name. Age. Year of School. The bottom
more tricky. Reason for visit? Its thin black line drew itselfout to the margin of the page.was
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Stomach problems, Iput in with my best "think well ofme" script, then added, indigestion.
My cheeks blushed.
But I had said it. Tm having alot of gas. And cramps, low. Ihad told the nurse, who
took me mto asmall closet ofaroom reserved for taking height and blood pressure. It was
good to practice saying it to awoman first. Thankfully, her mouth did not smile in aquirky
way and her overall expression was even. My complaint rendered only the softest nod. I took
a deep breath.
"Have you experienced any weight gain or loss?" This question stunned me so that I
forgot the joke Iwas about taking my shoes off first before getting on the scale. Ididn't
know. Had there been achange? Inever weighed myself.
"The same clothes still fit," was all I could say.
"Do you notice the cramps when you eat certain foods?"
"Well, yes," I stumbled, "I think so, but Inever really thought about itbefore. It
doesn't seem to have apattern." Was Isupposed to come in with some sort of log book? Was
this what people with digestive problems did? Isat there and waited for the fmal step, blood
pressure. There always seemed to be things that the whole world knew todo that I had to
secretlyacquireat some recent, late date.
The nurse s brown eyes stared at me as she let her stethoscope rest back around her
neck. You have aveiy low, quiet pulse." She said it the way someone in awriting workshop
would say, "I really like what you did in line 10, the rhythm." Yes, irony of ironies, as
nervous asI could be, my pulse was always steady and below normal. It did not comfort me.
It was just another way my body and I didn't match up.
Dr. Patterson wasn't my dream doctor. That is, he didn't tenderly pat my ann as I told
him briefly about the gas all day long, how it was hard to sit in public places. There was no
doubt about it. He was old school, objective with acapital ''0"-all authority and white coat.
With my new file under his eyes, he barely leaned over the counter to translate my story into
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one word descriptions. Inoticed the shine on his thinning hair. He still wore hair tonic just
like my grandfather. That's it, apart ofme was thinking, this gny is just from adifferent time,
aUme when awoman was siclc, it was proof to the male world that women belonged at home.
He sgoing to tell me not to won^ my pretty little head.
But in fact. Dr. Patterson was alright. At least he didn't make fart jokes. (Those
doctor, were out there, too.) So he wasn't going to chat about the weather. In the world of
personality types Dr. Patterson had one savable quality, he said what he was thinking.
Doctors are like translators. You give them the symptoms, they tiy to figure Lmout
l.ke amath problem. It's like algebra, amethodical breaking down of the equation down until
finally: x=2. Some doctors do all the math in their head as you talk, editing out and ruling in
all sorts ofconclusions. You can actually see the wheels working. They can chose not to tell
you that their crossing out apossible test. I've met those physician's and you can never tell
what they're thinking, really, about you.
But Dr. Patterson, who in my mind wears the special halo ofbeing the first one, the
first ofmany doctor, who Iwould bring my body to, thought aloud. He laid out the
possibilities-stress, or irritable bowel, Crohn's disease, inflammatory bowel. He gave each
equal play time. Imight need to see agastroenterologist, if we couldn't get this thing figured
out. Ifelt less lonely when he said "we." Ilove honesty, the sense that the person talking with
you is thinking and saying the same thing. In the end. he sent me home with aantispasmodic
(something that would relax the intestines, ideally) and aslip with a"check back" appointment.
Iwalked back to my apartment as ifIhad been put to the test and passed the worst part.
For me, it was like being nervous about having to do aclass presentation and having it go
betterthanokay. Now Icould rest, Ikept thinking. Arepresentative of the medical woL
now knew. I felt light, one layer offear lifted.
That mght. sitting in front of the TV. with an uneventful bowl of vegetarian vegetable
soup and some soda crackers. Ireally got all the jokes on Rosanne. My laugh was asLl and
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surprised as the audience's. When Ihad spoken to John who was still finishing his degree
Baltimore, Isounded excited rather than drained for achange. I'm so glad Iwent. It was kind
ofembarrassing but Iwas glad I went.
The pill, something that started with aForaph, was small and blue like abirth control
pill. However, unlike the Pill it had aterrible aftertaste. It tasted the way window cleaner
smells. So Ibought mints and waited to join the rest of the world again.
The only other prescription Iwas used to was antibiotics. Doctors always told me to
take the whole botUe, even ifIfelt better in afew days. You need the full treatment for the
medicine to really beat back the infections was the reasoning. And Iusually did feel better in a
few days, feeling guilty as Iremembered the rest of the prescription there on my dresser at the
end of the day. With this new stuff, IneverforgoL Ineverfelt good enough to forget to take
it.
When Icould see the pill bottle's bottom, two weeks later, Itried to stop the feeling of
alarm. I've always had aquiet alarm system that usually just begins with stunned eyes. It
builds from there. Five days later, the pills all gone, the gas and cmmps still there, small panic
made me check the calendar. Irummaged through my purse to find the appointment card.
The "appointment" was made for aburlesque comedy scene. Ikept hearing Grouch
Marx say, "Ma'am Iglad you've come. It seems we're going to need to get you an
appointment for this appointment" An appointment for an appointment?! "Nurse, pencil me
in for atime to make an appointment for this lady."
We hadn't spent much time in the exam room. Thankfully, Ididn't need to pour out
my digestive trials again. Dr. Patterson told me he didn't like that the medicine hadn't helped at
all. Quickly, he decided that Iwould be better offwith aspecialist. "Our facilities don't have
all the equipment to rule the sort of things we need to rule out Why don't you get dressed and
meet me in my office. You need arecommendation which Iwill quickly dictate right now. I'll
have one of the nurses make an appointment for you." As Ihad put my jeans back on Ispotted
aphone and had the urge to dial out. 1wanted to call afriend and let them know what was
going on before anything else happened. But instead Itucked my shirt in and moved alon"
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From Dr. Patterson's office, removed from the maze of exam rooms, the chatter and
coughing sounded tame. Icould hear Dr. Patterson say my name but that was about it. Itook
in the room's objects, not many ever made it to the doctor's private office. Dr. Pattei^n was
the director and his quarters were the biggest. Just lik^ in the Ugal Services office, the wood
was dark and real, the windows were clean and really opened. There was actually sun coming
in through the window. Ilet its strip of light hit my feet, trying to relax. Photographs of two^
teenage children smiled back big eared, braces, and all. Ijudged from the girl's "wings"
haircut that the picture was at least five years old. They were probably around my age. Iwas
glad they weren't upper class perfect looking. Iwas touched, then jealous, of how proudly the
pictures were displayed. Ttying to ignore that old sting that rose to the surface at the oddest
times,1let my eyes become fascinated by the wooden sculpture of two grazing gazelles
separated by afloor of grass between them. Having seen this piece in the Boston Museum of
Art catalog before, Iwondered again, "Who would look at that and think, yes, that's what I
want? Here's my 400 dollars." Ah ha, maybe it's the balance of the two gazelles.
Iwas thinking too much. Just as Iwas imagining where Dr. Patterson had gotten his
Egyptian mummy prints (Were a ordidhe actually go to Egypt? Isawhim
riding on acamel, black nylon socks up to his knees), he walked in, taking big strides.
'Okay, here we go," he said, handing me another card as he slid behind his big desk.
He located asmall tape recorder from underastack of files. "I managed to get you in two
weeks from now." Isaid "thank you" because it seemed to be the thing to say but Ihad no
idea that the usual waiting period could be as long as two months. Istared down at the new
appointment card. It ran over class time but eveiything seemed final. This was the first actual
moment I thought, "Well, health before school."
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"Do you know where McFarland Clinic is?" Ilaugh now to rememberatime when that
clmic was merely the middle point, somewhere between my apartment and the mall. Three
years later, there would hardly be afoot of the health center's terrain Ihadn't stepped through.
"Yes, I think I'vepassed it on the bus."
"Alnght then, I'll indicate to Dr. Johnson that Iwant him to call me with his findings
and keep in touch, okay?"
"Sounds good." Iwas hardly out of the room when he began the letter. Confused, I
wondered how Ishould be feeling. On the one hand. Dr. Patterson had worked his paternal
charm on me. He had "gotten me in" to aspecialist and had let me know in his own stuffy way
that he cared. But still, Ifelt dumped; Iwasaproblem too troublesome to be bothered with. I
couldn't help it. Iwished to be one of the homely, happy kids smiling on the shelf, behind Dr.
Patterson—one ofthe pennanents.
*****
But there was something more physical to deal with-my smell. The fact that Icouldn't
digestameal properly, no matter what Iate. The day ofmy appointment Iliterally sat up and
thought, "today's the day" as if it was the first day of school oranew job. My heart actually
did quicken as Iboarded the bus that afternoon, straight from class.
How should Iput it? TheMcFarland Clinic was, well, not what Iwas used to. Igrew
up in Bay Ridge, Brooklyn, where most of the doctor's offices were in brownstones. They
were mixed in with residential houses, the only distinction was asmall plac in the comerofa
wmdow-Joe Wonderful, MD. Some were even in apartment buildings. But alright, so this
was a center.
So why did the complex have to be so flat? Why did everything in the Midwest have to
be so flat and sprawling? Iknew the answer to that, the tornadoes, the overall design of the
land, but still. At the core ofme, Iwanted something alittle more homey.
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The waiting area was decorated in burnt orange and dark wood. Five people scattered
around the Ushape of chairs looked up as Icame closer as if to say. "You one of us?" Iwas
younger than all of them by at least two decades. Acouple ofreceptionists chatying about
some television show behind the front desk abruptly stopped talking.
"I'm sorry," Isaid, feeling bad for interrupting their lively conversation, "I have a3:30
appointment. Ihalf-expected them not to have any record of it But they did.
And so Ifilled out fonns and in-between glanced up at the department's sign, breaking
the syllables down in my head. GAS-TRO-ENT-ER-OL-OGY. It didn't exacUy roll off the
tongue.
Noma Barts?" Acouple in their fifties stood up together. They had been sitting
across from me and hadn't said one word to each other in the past ten minutes. They didn't
seem "angiy" silent, justaMidwestern kind ofstill waiting. The woman's figure reminded me
of the expression "pleasantly plump." Was her husbcmdgoing in with her? Iwondered if that
happenedalot in the Midwest. Woman couldn't talk for themselves and so "theirmen" went
with them. Maybe she had something serious. It wasn't until two yea.^ later when John had
caught me crying in the bathroom in the middle ofthe night that Iunderstood.
"John," Ihad said, trying to articulate myself clearly through astuffy nose, "I just
can't take it anymore. Ikeep going to the doctors and they keep playing this down. Look
what's happened to me. Ican't sit through class anymore. And going out at night is just about
always ano go. Will I be like this forever?"
"No," John replied. He put his arms around me which made me release around of
heavy silent sobs. Itried not to do this, break down and cry on my fiancee's shoulder. In
fact. Ihad hardly mentioned this latest bout offailing digestion, the subsequent doctor's
appointments only coming np after the fact over dimier. What was going on with memedically
couldn't dominate all my thoughts. Iwas trying to protect our relationship from my mystery
illness. Sick people are needy people. Self-absorbed. But now it all came out.
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"That's It," John said, his hands gesturing to stop. "Next time you go to the doctor,
I'm going with you. Sometimes Ithink they see you and think, 'Here's ayoung woman
who's under alot of stress in graduate school.' I think they intimidate you. Some these
doctor's have such monumental egos. They can't diagnose you so therefore no one else will
be able tofind anything either. Maybe with aman there....*"
In my head Iwas already deciding this was not going to happen. Iknew John's
presence would not change my doctors' perspective. But Iwas touched that John wanted "to
protect me." From then on, whenever Isaw acouple get up and go into adoctor's examining
room together, I wondered.
"They really armoimce your name," Ithought True it was abig room with competing
attentions but still-it was like being called onto astage. There were at least five different exam
rooms. Chris Ann, atall, attractive nurse greeted me kindly and deposited me into one of
them. Just like the nurse at Student Death, she took my weight and blood pressure then
reviewed my family medical history.
Has anyone in your family ever been diagnosed with colon cancer?"
"Not that I know of."
"Crohn's disease?"
"No. Idon't really know my father's side of the family too well. I'm not really in
touch with them, um him."
Was that too much information? Couldn't Ijust answer "no"? Ireminded myself to sit
up straight. Apicture behind my head caught the comer ofmy eye. Iturned. Aflexing
wrestlermastretched unitard scowled back at me. Iwas still tiying to get afix on this college
town's reverence for its local sports celebrities. What kind of doctor's office art was this? The
print looked at least 15years old.
"Is thisoneof the doctor's success stories?" I asked.
Chris Ann smiled. "No, he was areally big deal in the seventies but he died young."
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"Oh." The nurse told me the doctor would be in shortly. That left me to stare at the
only other decoration; across section of the digestion system-from the mouth to the colon,
complete with complications. Pouches stuck out from the colon (hemoixhoids), pink areas in
the mtestines (inflammatory bowel disease), and red, sore like infections (ulcers) marked the
stomach. Ayear later Iwould sit in the same spot, still with the same symptoms, imagining
armor that would fit precisely around these soft organs, so vulnerable.
Dr. Johnson, walked in and Iliked him. He was younger than Dr. Patterson, alittle
less stuffy. I found myself apologizing for my cold hands as he introduced himself.
Sometimes you can know someone is agood doctor but still recognize that they're probably
arrogant and difficult outside of the office. Dr. Johnson seemed like "a nice guy." He had a
neat hair cut and round cheeks. The "introduction" offuture visits would be just like this first
one. We spent aminute of two chatting about Baltimore, his kids, my writing, the weather,
the temperature of the room (the one at the end of the hall was always drafty). And then we hit
the chart. Sometimes later Iwould catch him on abad day and there wasn't as much
conversational fluff. But Iforgave that. For heaven's sake, Itold myself, "this man probably
has to tell people they have colon cancer every day "
By the time Ihad walked out ofmy first appointment Ihad arectal exam, abarium
enema test set up, apamphlet entitled "GasManagement," as well areturn appointment for two
weeks. It took me hours to mentally recover from the rectal exam. Ihadn't seen it coming.
Suddenly, Iwas in apaper gown in fetal position with two medical strangers standing over
me. Chris Ann rubbed my aim ("Tiy to take deep breaths.") while Dr. Johnson quickly felt
around my colon, getting stool samples. My body had shuddered for reasons beyond the
physical fact of the procedure which was awful enough. Ihad been flipped out by the touching
ofareas that were usually out of bounds, even to adoctor. Idisliked that the two strangers
saw me that vulnerable. They're medical people," Ihad to keep telling myself.
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Six months later, tested as far as Dr. Johnson was willing to test me, Ifound myself
defending him to friends who didn't like that1was still "sick" but relegated to aonce evety six
month appointment "No. Diana, you call that doctor back and tell him you want an
appointment This was my work supervisor, Cindy talking. She had also had problems
with her digestion (stomach reflex) and reminded me that Ihad to be very clear and fiim with
my doctor.
Ididn't want to go back. Not really. So far Ihad been the model patient. Ihad given
up smoking, caffeine. When my doctor said more wheat, Istopped on the way home and
bought raison bran and five grain bread. When the barium enema didn't find any cause for
alann, he introduced the term "initable bowel syndrome" to me. That's what he thought Ihad
and there was nothing he could do for that It was afunctional disease. What about the gas?
His theory was that my bowel movements weren't moving fast enough so waste was
fennenting, thus causing the flatulence. Dr. Johnson's remedy? Afilmy orange Tang-iike
laxative. But what about the dianhea? Take Pepto-bismol. Ibought them both and spend
months ttying to figure out what Iwas doing wrong with them. Where was this balance Iwas
supposedly to regain aftermaking significant changes in diet and lifestyle.
Gomg back would mean that Iwas anagging patient. Iremembered the tone that last
appomtment had taken. "Youmay want to evaluate areas ofstress in your life, since initable
bowel has been linked to emotional, psychological health." IfIwent back, trying to squeeze
one more test out ofDr. Johnson, and nothing was found, how would that make me look? I
tumed the options around in my head. Meanwhile, Ihad dropped aclass because it was too
late in the afternoon and the gas was unbearable. Walking the signed drop slip over to the
registrar's office after explaining to my teacherwhy Ineeded to skip the semester, Idecided.
Yes, Iwould be the pushy patient. I needed some answers.
My nagging won me aCat scan. The cat scan revealed avery enlarged ovary.
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Imagine the Sound ofMusic's Van Trapp children singing "So long, fare well..." in
that small doctor office as Dr. Johnson reported the results. He was taking out apad, getting
the nurse, writing adoctor's name down, telling me follow the little pink line to the other side
the building.
Til ask Dr. Lawlor to keep me posted." He thought he was getting rid ofme. He
should be so lucky. For the another nine months Iwquld be bounced back and forth from
Gynecology to Gastroenterology. Each specialist thought the other's designated organs were
the root ofmy ill health. Iwished there were some way to get them together so they couldn't
just pass the buck.
Dr. Johnson wasn't arotten physician. He had afine reputation as asurgeon. But he
was the wrong doctor for anyone diagnosed with Imtable Bowel. Not once had he referred me
toahelpful book or support group. He never suggested adifferent doctor, or said, "Let me
call afew colleagues and see if they might know where they specialize in Initable Bowel." It
was another year and Iwas back in Gastroenterology. Gynecology had finally cured my ova^
problems but sadly, the digestive disorder was still there.
Isensed that Dr. Johnson hated going back on this diagnosis. Even after E. coli had
been detected in my blood, hinting that Iwas harboring an ulcer, it was hard for him to
consider other causes for why Iwas always so gassy. Irubbed the area wher the ulcer pulsed,
just under the ribcage.
Dr. Johnson had quietly prescribed ulcermedication He neveractually calledme to
apologize for treating me like ahypochondriac. The diagnosis, the explanation oftreatment,
and calling in of the prescription were all done by his nutse, ChrisAnn. When the medicine
wore offand the pain was still there, Icame back yet again, the proverbial medical bad penny.
At this point. Ihad given up being the good patient. Iwas polite, but not quiet.
"It's still there."
Itsvery unlikely that an ulcer could still be there "
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"I'm just telling you what I'm feeling. Dr. Johnson., I've had alot of the same
symptoms for three year^ now. Does it add up to anything other than initable bowel to you? I
mean the endometriosis, the high white blood count, the weird spleen, the ulcer?"
Well, sometimes irritable bowel manifests itself in odd ways. The endo and the ulcer
couldbe separateor connected."
"Dr. Johnson, Istill have really bad gas and now this pain. Don't you think it would
be agood idea to maybe take alook at this ulcer area? Imean, it's been around all summer." I
couldn't have been more articulate and direct if Ihad tried. Wasn't Ibeing apartner, seeking
health options with my physician, the way so many self-help books suggested?
"Look, it's my sense that the ulcer will go away by itself. I'm not the kind of doctor
who just runs eveiy test just for shock value just to find something. It you look hard enough,
sure you'll..,"
What? Iinterrupted him, my mouth falling open, genuinely stunned. We had shock
value in writing too. Ididn't like my quest for health compared to amanipulative approach to
gam areader's attention. Ijust didn't want to smell anymore. Iwanted to sit on acrowded
bus and not worry about who would be offended. Ofcourse, Iwanted him to "look hard
enough" to find something, the something that had made me unable to live normally with other
people.
Igot It. My mce man Dr. Johnson was not the right doctor for me. Sure, he was a
family man, areputable surgeon, pleasant to talk to. And he seemed to like me as aperson.
But he wasn't helping. Ihad told myself that going to another gastroenterologist would be
futile. In Ames, they all worked in the same clinic in the exact same wing. When one of those
doctors opened my file and saw Dr. Johnson's name all over it, surely they would consult.
Consult and concede.
But there was also something else as well. Ikept returning, hoping Dr. Johnson would
take me seriously. Sometimes he did. Sometimes not. Iwanted that paternal man in that
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objective white coat to tell me this was truly aproblem. Now as Dr. Johnson went on about
his testing philosophy, Iwondered why Ihad so needed him to validate that the state ofmy
body wasn't good.
"Medical procedures are expensive."
Oh, Iam aware of that but Ihave health insurance." Isaid it optimistically. Maybe
Dr. Johnson was wotiied about how Iwas going to pay for all these procedures.
He looked at me funny. That was just it. Ihad health insurance and my irritable
bowel, endometriosis, and now ulcer was costing my HMO plenty.
Ileft that day with the same pamphlet on "Gas Management" Ihad received two years
before during that first visit Nothing had changed. Itook it as adivine sign that Iwas my
suspicion was right Dr. Johnson hadn't been listening. He had heard "excessive gas",
figuredmthe fact that Iwas awoman and had exaggerated my claim, and sent me on my way.
Even ifIhad noticeable gas during many ofmy appointments, neither the smell normy voice
of thoughtful exphcation could be heard over the steady presence ofmy female body.
* * * * *
Enter the "abdominal woman." Iwas sitting up in bed, skimming over possible
research to apply to my essays when Ifound hen the abdominal woman. Mentally Iinstantly
filed her between "abominable snowman" and "bionic woman." In his 1989 book. Gut
Reactions, W. Grant Thompson summons up the words of adoctor in the 1920's to illustrate
the doctor's frustration with certain patients. Isuppose Thompson's point is that such patients
are timeless.
demand for sympathy and understanding makes the abdominal woman a
th ®vitality out ofall who come near her. Half an hour with herconsistency ofchewed string and ismore exhausting to him than allthe rest ofhis daily visits put together, for she is alwlys discovering fresh symmTll not
adimt to any improvement in her condition, and has an objection to eveiything that is proposed.
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Thompson revises Hutcheson's words. No he assures us in asingle line at the end. There is
also the abdominal man. But there is no doubt this vampire exists according to W. Grant
Thompson, M.D. aleader in the gastroenterolgy field.
Iwondered about this Godzella of the patient world. Was she just one big five foot
five inch abdomen with afemale voice emanating from the belly button? Why were her "teeth"
so sharp? I found myself wishing Icould have known this woman, who in the 1920's was so
vocal and opinionated about herown health that she unraveled the patriarchal world of
medicine. As Imoved to other books, Ifelt camaraderie for her and considered what she might
have really had.
To be diagnosed with Irritable Bowel is agastroenterological curse. Put plainly, the
medical community doesn't really know alot about it. Cause: Unknown. "Stress" gets some
credit as does the ambiguous title "emotional disturbances," Ofcourse, itdoesn't take abrain
surgeon, or agastroenterologist to realize those terms are used as causes for many illnesses.
When we are stressed our iimnune systems go down, and wa-la, we get sick.
In actuality. Irritable Bowel, or "angry gut," as it is often called, is agrab bag of
symptoms. This symptom pool is so large and varied that ifadoctor can't find aplace for
someone's digestive complaints, that patient's malady can be placed there. Although the
perspective on IBS can vary greatly from text to text, the symptom list is fairiy consistent.
Consider the following signs that could mean apatient has Irritable Bowel as listed in Irritable
BowelSyndrome &Diverticulosis by ShrileyTrickett. (18)
abdominal pain, aching, heaviness • excessive wind
• *constipation• dianhea • incontinence
• *s*nall ribbon orpebble-Uke bowel movementspoor appetite, weight loss • tightness around the waist
• headaches, backache • anxiety
•SuUrbending down *
• wanting to eat frequently to 'move things along,' weight gain
• rectal discomfort, neverfeeling the rectum is completely cleared
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Is it any wonder Hutcheson's abdominal women was always coming up with new symptoms?
Look how many she was prone to as someone with irritable bowel! It is also worth notice that
at least five of the above symptoms can also be found in endometiiosis (constipation, painful
periods, painful intercourse, backache, &bloating) which does not center on "emotional
disturbances" as acause. In fact, with endometriosis, the disease can cause mood-swings and
depression, rather than the mood causing the illness as it is in Irritable Bowel.
Next, IBS is afunctional disease, meaning that one can get about and is not at home
sick. It's aproblem, anuisance but with some behavioral modifications in diet and life style,
we are told, symptoms can subside or be at aminimum. Of couree, anyone who one day finds
that she is passing white strands ofmucus with her stool knows that the daily surprises that
come along with IBS can be quite unsettling. Iwas told, before being diagnosed with
endometriosis and ulcers more recently, that Irritable bowel rarely led to other things So, I
wondered, was Imisdiagnosed? This disease certainly wasn't life-threatening. Ufe-
compromising? Now that's another story.
Speaking from my own experiences, if an individual is not well but looks okay, society
has ahard time recognizing the illness as real. Add to that the various symptoms that can
emerge thatmay needmedical attention tomake sure they are not signs ofsomethingmore
senous. Combine those two dynamics with the prevailing notion that emotional disturbance is
aprimary cause for IBS. Not wanting to plead ignorant, doctors may shift the responsibility of
correcting what is medically wrong onto the patient, making her feel guilty for ill health.
finally, consider the tendency for women to be labeled as over-reactors, the more emotional
sex. Apicture emerges, the needy hypochondriac, or the abdominal woman.
Woe to the abdominal woman who does not want to delve into herpsyche to resolve
her angry gut issues. The labeling ofpsychological disorder is inextricably HtiItpH to
gastroentestional problems as awhole. Cecil Helman, in her study "Psyche, Soma, and
Society: The Social Construction ofPsychosomatic Disorders" providesavejy telling
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experience ofone woman's discovery of this connection eveiyone-frommedical books to
non-medical friends made.
(25 year oldmedical student with ulcerative colitis) Otherpeople were
saymg there was something wrong with me psychologically. IfI'd had
appendicitis ora cough, Iwould have been spared this. Some ofthese
inends were doctors, others not, It's often associated with a psycholooical
component I search ve^ hard and for areason-Why me? Everyone toldme It must be psychological, there must be alarge psychological component-
itsmthe medical textbooks. Our society associates the bowel and stomach
with nervousness-it's more sensitive totension.(14)
Without defending Dr. Johnson, Ihave to concede that he is no medical boogie man.
He was, however, constructing who Imedically was and determining his course of action
based on that. But Iwonder, if the part of that assement covered the psychological, where was
this evaluation? Dr. Johnson never asked that Igo for an psychiatric evaluation as part of the
diagnosis. Three years ago, before the first appointment there had been a"check all the
following that apply" kind ofsheet, but that was about it.
I was always uncertain about how Iwas going to be treated when Isat down for an
appointment with Dr. Johnson. It went back and forth. In one appointment he said to focus
on emotional factors, the next he seemed to think Iwas normal enough-an adult with a
genume malady worth looking into. Now that Ireview those appointments in my mind, I
rememberfeelmg as though Ihad to prove my psychological health. The psychological
information must be gleamed from the visits themselves. So ifIteared up describing how I
had to drop out of class because of the gas, that could be asign of depression. Asking
questions in adirect matter could be translated into "defensive" or "extremelyworried" if the
challenged doctor felt offended by the inquiries. It seems an incredible power, one that plays
not only with diagnosis but identities.
Ireturn to the "sensual" dream about my doctor and Ithat had causedme so much guilt.
Wasn't it odd that Ihad been fully dressed? Dr. Johnson and Ihad been "eye to eye." He said
nothing but approved by kissing me. The power was more equal. Not only could he touch
me, Icould touch him and on the face-a sign offamiliarity. Dr. Johnson had understood the
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nature ofmy abdominal pain then as his hand grazed over my skin where the ulcer lay
underneath. It had been thoroughly satisfying. Idon't rememberDr. Johnson wearing awhite
coat while I, the abdominal woman, was also justaperson. We were just two people meeting
inunderstanding onequal footing.
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Dear Dr. Lucak 
I was at work in the unveristy's Intensive English office where I am a secretary. The 
director asked me to pull some information about a conference in Chicago from the Internet. I 
was finding things, falling into the rhythm of click, search, read, etc. Looking at the clock, I 
registered that it is almost lunch time. 
My fingers were faster than the part of me that said, "What if someone walked by and 
saw all this vagina/bowel stuff on your computer?" So what if they did? Like my co-workers 
don't know by now that I have a major bowel problem. They work with me eight hours a day; 
eight hours of smelling time. It would be no surprise. 
The mucous that can come with bowel movements that I had was now coming from my 
vagina. Three weeks after I realized this, I told John. Then I told no one. I didn't want to go 
back to the doctors. The fear of being labeled a hypochondriac was stronger than my fear that 
something was going wrong with my digestive system once again. Well, I should say that 
these fears ran neck-and-neck. 
I did a search on "gastrointestinal" and "vagina." It is striking to see entries that are 
clearly there to help women become more medically empowered (the HarvardMedical 
Association Gynecology Newsletter) can be right next to cheap enticements to pornography. I 
have never been able to see pornography from its obviously ridiculous angle. Its presence 
strikes me as aggressive, probably since my step-father got so much perverse pleasure from the 
obvious female exploitation depicted. He didn't care and, in fact, watching pornography while 
two women were in the house might have been a real power trip for him. 
I came across names, doctors in New York. I found myself printing out some 
specialists who dealt with Irritable Bowel. Later that night, at home and staring at my 
computer with the intent to work on my thesis, I began to write a letter to one of the doctor's I 
learned of that day. 
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Who is she? I didn't know. Dr. Lucak could be awful. I just wanted a woman. In 
my whole health care catalog of physicians, all the gastroenterologists had been male. This 
seemed odd. Didn't my nationally known insurance care about having a female on the list? 
Gastroenterology does have to do with "private" areas, and very often gynecology and 
gastroenterology meet. Also, some women just feel more comfortable with a female physician 
for those kinds of exams. I was just tired of being the abdominal woman, femme fatale in the 
gastrointestinal community. 
As so I wrote the letter. I left out the mucous part. I would see if Dr. Lucak was even 
interested first. Now, as John rushes to the mail everyday to see if a journal has accepted one 
of his stories, I also check for word from a stranger who might take pity on me. No matter 
what your professional inclination, the fact is that if you deal with an illness for an extended 
period of time, you come to understand the idea of the succinct summary. After finishing 
telling my medical "sob story", I felt proud to get everything onto two pages, single spaced. 
Dear Dr. Lucak, 
I found your name under the Columbia research internet directory which mentioned that 
your special interest was Irritable Bowel Syndrome and thought I would take my chances. My 
digestion has been bad for several years with little improvement. 
My digestion began to act up in college, five years ago. Once in a while I would have 
terrible gas and cramps. I had painful periods. By the time I graduated I had gas everyday, 
almost all the time. I still was too afraid to go to the doctor, wondering how I would bring 
myself to say the word gas, fart, whatever. By that point, I had become a master at hiding my 
smell. I sat strategically away from others so they would not catch the order. I tried to 
schedule all my social activities during the daytime since the gas would get progressively worse 
as the day went on. I was having bad cramps but I could care less, I just wished the gas would 
go away. 
- - - - - - --- - -
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I went off to graduate school and made myself go to the doctor. I was given a 
recommendation to see a specialist. Thus my medical, epic-thick, file began. The barium 
enema showed nothing abnormal. After describing my back and forth bowel movements--
from diarrhea to constipation, my doctor suggested I take Fiber Con and when that didn't 
work, Citrucel. And I had to give up the cigarettes, the caffeine, and consider what could be 
causing me stress. Irritable Bowel Syndrome was diagnosed over two years ago. That was 
over two years ago. I gave the cigarettes and caffeine up in one torturous month, telling myself 
all the while that it would eventually help my digestion. 
Meanwhile, a cat scan had detected an enlarged ovary. My GI. doctor had sent me 
down the hall to gynecology. For the next year those two departments would bounce me back 
in forth. Eventually a laproscopracy ( sp) was performed but nothing was removed. M,y 
gynecologist told me my ovaries were only "slightly cystic" but also that my endometriosis was 
"atypical" --there was a hole or two rather than cysts. To treat the pain and swelling I was 
doubling up on birth control pills, under my doctor's direction. I was having my period every 
two weeks. Eventually, I was given Lupron injections for six months, which did wonders for 
the ovaries and cramps. 
My digestion was still bad. I went back to the gastroenterologist. I had irritable bowel, 
he repeated. I started to doubt him. When I came home to New York my mother insisted I see 
a doctor there. That GI. doctor said there was little he could do for me since I was only in 
town a few days, but prescribed Kutrase tablets, which I am still taking. They help with 
cramps. But, even with all the simethicone tablets and being careful about what I eat, the gas is 
still there. 
Trying to become more informed and less "helpless", I started to do research, on diets, 
on gastrointestinal problems, on non-traditional approaches. I drank teas with fennel and 
ginger. I did yoga-like exercises. I would do anything not to smell. 
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Another year later, I was once again sitting in the waiting area at the 
gastroenterologist's office. I had pain up high now, on my right side. On that particular late 
morning, most of the other patients were old men who looked like they had spent a life time 
eating steak and eggs. How was it that/, a twenty-five year old vegetarian, had the same 
digestive track as a sixty-five year old man? 
Eventually, after pleading with my doctor to please run just one more test, an ulcer was 
found. An ulcer that my doctor said wasn't there (it was part of irritable bowel, he believed.) 
initially had to treated all summer. It just wouldn't go away. I still can feel it at times but is not 
so bad anymore. 
An ultrasound had been done with strange results. It picked up odd results from my 
spleen, but my doctor dismissed it. I had mono when I was a baby and at the age of ten. I 
wondered about that too, mono as a baby--and twice? My blood work was always normal, 
except some of my blood cell counts were off. By that time my file was thick and my doctor 
looked at me suspiciously. In HMO world, I was an awful expense. The doctor told me, "/ 
don'tjust order a bunch of tests for shock value, just to find something." Why did it take three 
years to hear what he was saying? That exactly what I needed. I needed to find out what was 
happening inside me. When I suggested that he take a culture of the different gases/ bacteria 
inside my intestine, he looked offended. "That wouldn't be very revealing." I still wonder 
why it wouldn't be. One the way out he had his nurse hand me a pamphlet on "gas 
management." It was the exact brochure he had given me three years before. Really, I 
thought, finally angry rather than confused, you mean all those beans and broccoli I've been 
eating aren't good for gas? Didn't this man know how bland my diet was? 
This has been hard and lonely. I have met people with Irritable Bowel Syndrome but I 
have never met another person, my age or otherwise, that had terrible gas all day long.for 
years. /fit was anything else, I think I would ignore it but because the gas makes socializing 
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less than spontaneous and sometimes impossible, I take myself to the doctor, I get yet another 
book. 
I will not be in New York until June (between June 18-June 23?) but would very much 
like to set up an appointment with you. Until then, I was hoping you would look at my 
medical files in lieu of an appointment. Of course, I would pay as if it were an appointment. If 
this does not sound good to you, I would really appreciate it if you could point me in the right 
direction of someone who deals a lot with flatulence. 
I know I am asking a lot here and I thank you in advance for any help you may offer. I 
have enclosed a self-addressed stamped envelope, in case you want to send something. 
Thank you. 
• 
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The Rope's End
Iremember the rope in gym that went all the way up to the ceiling. It was held up by a
spider-like metallic fixture that Ididn't trust. At the top of the rope was ared flag. All of us
girls, ranging from seventy to one hundred fifty pounds were supposed to shimmy up, knot by
knot, aspiring to see how far we could leave the ground using our bodies.
What the point of this was, Icannot say. It wqs and wasn't competitive. There were
no points, no sense of team spirit. We would all stand around, waiting for our turn or talking
about the bum in our hands and thighs ifwe already went. All the while we would be
watching the girl on the rope. We evaluated each other but not without camaraderie. My friend
Dana, athin, slow eater with an incredibly wide smile might turn to me as someone wiped out.
"That's gonna be me. I'll probably slip on the way to the rope."
The whole procedure took alot of balance, physically and otherwise. As one moved
up the knots, she moved further and further from the group. Even the teacher was beneath her.
One had to get over any fear ofheights. She had to look down, at least enough to position her
feet so she wouldn't slip. One had to tell herself that the hands weren't burning, sweating, or
tired even ifit was true. And once she got up there, one had to change her whole mind frame
to coming down. At the end there was the reunion of the adventurer and the group. And the
jump offhad to be quick and clean, not desperate. This is what our teacher showed us in a
veryclinicaldemonstration before the startof class.
Did the gym teacher think that one day this would come in handy? Did she picture her
giris as full grown women hanging out ofawindow after being pushed by fire, men, or life in
general? This was the city, we didn't have any ropes in our urban jungle, let alone trees. It
could not have been agoal setting exercise. After afew gym classes the rope would disappear
and we would move onto basketball orgymnastics.
Iresented the red flag and the coarse rope. Just like volleyball, it hurt to play. But put
the goal in front ofme, and sure, Iwould try. Iimagined being able to do it, anatural. As
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soon as body met the physical task however, my mind's reach readjusted. Iwent up afew
notches past the "pathetic" marker, two below "exceptional", and came back down. As 1
jumped off, the rope got tangled between my legs. Laughing at my clumsiness Istepped
away, but the rope continued to get underfoot and Itripped. Ilanded in such astrange way
that Ifell on my side, ponytail grazing the sneakers ofgirls waiting close.
They laughed. Ilaughed-a fake chuckle. It took me afew seconds to get my bearing
Iwas actually dizzy.
"That's okay Burgess. Your mother was probably aprima ballerina. It skips a
generation." said Miss Wagner, checking me off her clip board. And then as if to get away
from my failure, she called the next person.
Throughout the rest of the day, the pronouncement, "clumsy" stuck. As Igave the
right answer in algebra, as Ierased the boards for my biology teacher, and while Icopied
French declinations for "to be." 7. ...... jfeU it. Someone had just given me anew
adjective to describe myself and it wasn't so appealing. It seemed pennanent. All the other
girls had heard Miss Wagner's comment. Was Itruly so ungraceful?
In my head Iwas graceful. But my body had adifferent agenda. One part ofme
wanted to climb up the rope, inching, steadfast toward the prize while another conceded to the
body who just wanted it to be over. Finally, Iwould be unsuccessful. My head was on the
mat, as ifmy body was trying to tell me to check my ambitions.
There is something key about the image of that rope. The process of going up and
coming down is so basic to all stoty telling. The struggle up (the evolving conflict), the top
(climax), the return back down (reflection), and the clean jump back to the ground (ending). I
think about this thesis, this illness narrative and the old anxiety grows. Ihave not climbed
property. Inever got to the flag or "answer" and Ileave the reader not with an image ofmyself
healthily and well, looking back. Instead all Ican offer is the image of the giri still tripping
awkwardly onto the mat. Simply put, this is not over yet.
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Iam still not well. Iam still searching for acure, an explanation, amessage. It seems
adisadvantage not to be able write from the sure point of view of having "passed over the
bndge". As Imeet myself on the page, it seems Iam forever crossing. There seems nothin°
left to do. I've been to the doctor's. Done the tests. The therapy. The reflection and yes,
even the writing.
The only thing that has moved in me is perception. Iput myself back in that gym class,
havmg stumbled at the rope's end. Maybe this time it is my spirit's exhaustion that caused me
to trip. Istay there on the dusty mat. Before Ihad gotten sick Iwould have imagined all of
other girls starring at me, waiting for me to move. Iwould not have bothered to explain or try
to be understood. If they laughed, Iwould laugh. Iwould have picked myself up, sore ankle
and all, and drifted back into the crowd. All the while, privately, Iwould be upset.
Now these girls are women. The lope, or challenge presenting itself, is still there. Isit
up on my elbows and clear my throat. Talking aloud, especially in front ofabig group, has
never seemed natural tome. ButI try. Pointing to the area between my ribcage Itell of the
stoo^ of child neglect. Some woman, looking nothing me, comes forward, knowing asimilar
secret. Gaining my confidence, Igo on. Some have collapsed down beside me, interested and
empathetic.
Idescnbe my body's malfunctioning and the countless doctor visits, the confusion over
what Ishould eat. Ireview the physical pain, the flatulence that has socially hemmed me in. It
is not just me talking now. The whole gym sounds with the echoes of conversation. In
addition, there are more women present than can be seen with the eye. We bring our
grandmothers, sisters, and friends to the issues ofhealth care and the body's connection to the
soul. "My sister's friend had that for the longest time...."
Word spreads. Somewhere, my physical doppleganger will emerge. She will lay
down next to me on the mat, along side of that rope and Iwill feel less lonely. It will comfort
the soul-the idea that someone else could know, perfectly, what it is like to have abody like
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mine: wrong, and strange, and mysterious. Some other person will have walked in this world
where HMOsrule her medical fate and where her body betrays her, spinning her out to the far
margins. And then two of us will speak.
In some ways this has already happened. I have collected information inthe informal
way women often do, as they learn through each other's life-stories. Many have had
encounters with adismissing doctor. Several have had dramatic things happen to their
reproductive system. Ihave received the silent nod of recognition when mentioning child
abuse. Itis like gathering a ball ofwax. Ihave two things in mind to create from this
unfomied mound. First, exposure. Iwant to let the multitude of painful secrets out. Second,
there should be change. Maybe gastrointestinal problems will one day not be ataboo topic, the
way breast cancer once was. Maybe Iwill turn on the tv. and find some evening news
program doing a cover stoiy onIrritable Bowel Syndrome.
Until then, Imove into the community, bringing the body with me...or are we one and
is that a given?
I remember in high school reading Thoreau. When I came across the writer's words on
civil disobedience itwas recognition, not discovery that Ihad felt.
Idid not for amoment fell confined and the walls seemed agreat waste of stone and
moitr^...In every threat and in every compliment there was ablunder; for they thought that my
cluef desire was to st^d on the other side of that stone wall. Icould not but smile to see how
industoously they Iwked the door on my meditations, which followed them out again without
let or hmdrance, and t^y were really all that was dangerous. As they could not reach me, they
had resolved to pusish my body; just as boys, ifthey cannot come at some person against
whom they have a spite, will abuse his dog.(242)
Yes, Ithought, that's true. They cannot hurt you, inside. Inside you can protect yourself from
harm. Let the outside (like abusive parents) try to ruin you, your spirit will remain intact.
Even in Chnstianity we understand that while Jesus' body was tortured, his soul was free and
uninjured.
So the idea of body/soul split is all around us. It is supposed to be reassuring. It is no
doubt how Isurvived living in adysfunctional home and later in afoul smelling body. And yet
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the two are not so separate. There isalso the notion ofwitness. The soul has vision while the
body has eyes. They watch over each other, recording what happens, for good or for bad.
The dream, ofcourse, is that they both be fine, equal, and at peace.
Through illness, the body has collected, rather than displaced my inner self. As I run
soap overmysore abdomen while in theshower, I am notjust awriter, buta translator—t/i/j
pain means..Ormaybe it is better to assume the role of the student learning acomplex
language, patient in my confusion as Iconsider, drying off in front of the medicine cabinet,
what to do next.
